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RIVIERA MAYA IS A MARVELOUS REGION IN 
THE MEXICAN CARIBBEAN
First things fi rst: our very famous sister city of Cancun is fairly close and it’s in the same state, but it’s not in Riviera 
Maya. It’s easy to get confused, though, especially since most if not all of your clients coming in by air will fl y into 
the Cancun International Airport (CUN). However, once they arrive, instead of heading north, your clients will head 
south, where Riviera Maya begins just past Puerto Morelos all the way down to Punta Herrero—including myriad 
small cities and towns we like to call “micro-destinations”—along nearly 120 km (86 mi) of simply stunning coastline.

Included are the resort towns of Playa del Carmen, Puerto Aventuras, Akumal and Tulum, plus the mesmerizing 
Zona Maya and its unique history. You’ll fi nd more details on these awesome destinations later on in the guide.

P.S.: The Cozumel International Airport has been getting busier with international fl ights from legacy airlines 
and charters, in which case your clients can hop on over to Riviera Maya via ferry.

THE MAYAN CULTURE IS ALIVE AND WELL
Sure, the Maya were busy building some pretty mind-boggling cities about 2,000 years ago, but what’s even cooler 
is their descendants are still very much around and still very Maya. They may have one foot in the 21st century, 
but these folks keep their ancient traditions alive in their daily activities, gastronomy, clothing, architecture and 
language. So make sure to build in some tours for your clients to explore sites like Cobá, home to the highest 
pyramids on the peninsula; Muyil, surrounded by crystal clear canals; or Tulum, the biggest Mayan city built next 
to the Caribbean Sea. But make sure they also get the chance to visit a local Mayan village, learn a simple Mayan 
phrase or two and make new friends. They’ll come back with indelible memories and happily say yuun botik (ee-uun 
bohtic)—“thank you” in Maya!

OUR HERITAGE IS YOUR HERITAGE
We have millions of yearly visitors who want to fully enjoy our nature, our culture and our history and it’s in all 
our interests to keep this place a paradise forever, so we’re working hard to preserve its beauty via modern and 
ecofriendly actions and innovative proposals to create a sustainable Riviera Maya and promote responsible tourism. 
We’re striving to reduce carbon emissions and eliminate waste completely and are working to preserve our coral 
reefs, our jungle and the pureness of our cenotes (pronounced say-NOH-tays, these are freshwater sinkholes), not 
to mention helping hundreds of thousands of baby turtles make it safely out to sea. This is our contribution to the 
legacy left to us by our Mayan ancestors, who respected Nature and made the most of Her gifts. 

ADRENALINE JUNKIES PLEASE APPLY
This is a destination where your clients can do as little—or as much—as they want. That goes double for adventure: 
think 700 km (430+ mi) of fl ooded cave passageways to explore (including two of the world’s longest underwater 
cave systems); the Great Mesoamerican Reef (basically the largest of its kind in the northern hemisphere); and the 
1.6-million-acre Sian Ka’an Biosphere Reserve (a UNESCO World Heritage Site), where visitors can kayak around the 
pristine canals or just fl oat with the current and literally watch the jungle go by. Mix it all with an astounding amount 
of exotic, endemic fl ora and fauna both on land and in the water and you have the perfect recipe for anyone looking 
for some serious excitement.

Here we bring it all together for your clients in our breathtaking eco adventure parks, shows and environmentally 
friendly activities including cycling, trekking, breathtaking ziplines, snorkeling, scuba diving or exploring our most 
exciting attraction: the Mayan jungle. There’s something for everyone on your list—trust us to make their wildest 
dreams come true.

STAY AND PLAY
There are so many choices for accommodations in Riviera Maya, from stylish boutique hotels in downtown Playa 
del Carmen to rustic digs on the gorgeous beach at Tulum. Want luxury with a twist? We o� er it at expansive, all-
inclusive resorts where pampering guests is second nature and families can enjoy nannies and kids clubs or couples 
can seek adults-only privacy for romantic escapades—gourmet dining included, of course. Just so you know, our 
region has hundreds of Five- and Four-Diamond winners—more than any other region in North America! Big or 
small, Riviera Maya has it all.
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Lay of the Land
Riviera Maya begins at Punta Brava, to the south of Puerto 
Morelos, and ends at Tulum. The Zona Maya, an important 
component of the Riviera Maya, is more inland and to the 
west. And from one end to the other, Riviera Maya o� ers 
exotic fl ora and fauna, spectacular landscapes, white 
sand beaches and turquoise, crystal-clear waters—not 
only in the Caribbean Sea, but also in its underground 
rivers, the canals that wind through the jungle and the 
cold, pure cenotes.

There are two main ways to arrive in this earthly 
paradise—via the Cancun International Airport or the 
Cozumel International Airport—and there are several 
ways to get around: by taxi cabs, vans (called colectivos
or combis) or resort shuttles, though we most defi nitely 
recommend renting a car. Better yet: rent a 4WD vehicle 
so you can truly explore the area outside the boundaries 
of your fabulous resort.

If you arrive at the Cancun International Airport north 
of Riviera Maya you’ll soon fi nd yourself on a modern, 
four-lane highway headed south. This is Highway 307, 
thickly fringed with jungle punctuated here and there 
with businesses and entrances to myriad resorts. You’ll 
be on there for about an hour until you reach our main 
town of Playa del Carmen, which has its own allure, 
resorts, restaurants, nightlife, shopping, beaches and 
more. Beyond Playa there are even more resort enclaves, 
other coastal villages, eco-adventure parks, golf courses 
and archaeological sites. If you keep going even farther

south, you’ll eventually reach the Grand Costa Maya 
region, which comprises the destinations of Mahahual, 
Bacalar and Chetumal.

If you land at the Cozumel International Airport, a cab 
can whisk you to the port and you can board a modern 
ferry that connects the island to the mainland, departing 
every hour for the 30-minute trip across the water (year-
round). Prices are very reasonable and some companies 
even sell tickets online, but it’s easy enough to just show 
up and buy a ticket for the next ferry that leaves. The ferry 
will drop you right o�  in Playa del Carmen very close to 
the famous Quinta Avenida, right in the thick of things! 
And by the way, taking the ferry the other way around to 
Cozumel is also a great day trip for your clients staying in 
Riviera Maya.
....................................................................................
History
As you may have guessed by now, the Mayan culture is the 
foundation of this area of the Caribbean. The Maya shaped 
the future of this region back in the Classic Period (300-
1000 A.D.); they built their cities in privileged locations 
based on their deep knowledge of and love for nature. 
By doing so, they strived to secure the prosperity of their 
citizens and the blessings of their many gods. These cities 
were built near sources of fresh water, whether that was 
rivers, cenotes or lagoons, so they could secure their basic 
needs and thrive by expanding their commercial horizons 
during the Post-Classic Period (1000-1550 A.D.). 

The result of this careful planning gave rise to cities 
such as Chunyaxché, now known as Muyil, which was 

OVERVIEW
There’s no doubt Riviera Maya is the most popular 
vacation destination in Mexico and all of Latin 
America. This strip of beachfront in the state of 
Quintana Roo has taken the competition by storm 
both locally and around the world: its accessibility, 
adventure possibilities, remarkable culture and 
seriously privileged location are a gift for any 
travel agent.

What was once considered way too far o�  the 
beaten path has become a magnet for individuals, 
couples and families who are seeking something 
di� erent in the Mexican Caribbean, something 
with more of a Mayan fl avor, something that o� ers 
a unique mix of adventure, relaxation and renewal. 
In fact, we hosted 6,211,454 visitors in 2018 and 
that number is only growing as we welcome 
travelers from all cultures and all backgrounds.

Riviera Maya itself is a triple play for tourists, 
bringing together the best of Mexico, the 
astounding Zona Maya and the Caribbean all in 
one place. It all started in the 80s, when visitors 
would come on day trips from Cancun to visit 
the breathtaking archaeological site of Tulum, 
built on a blu�  overlooking the sea. By the 90s 
the area was booming with big investments in 
resorts, infrastructure and attractions. These 
manmade enticements—shopping, canopy tours, 
eco-adventure parks, zoos and, of course, the 
stunning resorts—became an added level of 
“wow” for travelers who were already drawn 
by our many cultural and natural wonders. The 
Mayan archaeology and the contemporary Mayan 
communities with their living language and 
traditions, together with the beaches, the reefs, 
the awe-inspiring cenotes, the dense jungle and 
the wildlife all come together to o� er visitors once-
in-a-lifetime experiences.

Travel agents earn cash rewards by joining our partnership program at PALLADIUMCONNECT.COM

For more information, please contact your travel professional, visit PALLADIUMHOTELGROUP.COM or call 1-888-237-1226

•  Spacious rooms and suites, 
including suites designed for 
romance

•  Fabulous pools, including water 
parks for children and pools 
designated exclusively for adults

•  Lively nightly entertainment and 
spectacular shows

•  Expansive all-inclusive beachfront 
resort located in breathtaking 
Riviera Maya, halfway between 
Playa del Carmen and Tulum

•  Three luxury hotel options: Grand 
Palladium Colonial Resort & Spa, 
Grand Palladium Kantenah Resort 
& Spa, and Grand Palladium White 
Sand Resort & Spa

•  14 restaurants, including nine 
exquisite à la carte restaurants, 
and uniquely themed bars 

•  On-site Zentropia Palladium Spa 
& Wellness center

RIVIERA MAYA

With Infinite Indulgence®, it’s all included.

Continued on page 6
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built next to the lagoon that later gave the city its name. 
Located in the southern region near Tulum, Muyil is part 
of the Mexican Caribbean's newest destination, called 
Maya Ka'an. Muyil has stunning views of the jungle 
and the canals that stream out of the lagoon, and it’s 
surrounded by an astounding display of flora and fauna. 
To the northwest lies the city of Cobá, also built next 
to a great lagoon. There you can challenge yourself to 
climb the tallest pyramid in the Yucatan Peninsula. It’s 
a magical place where your clients will find themselves 
catching their breath as they take in the magnificence 
of this Mayan city. Towards the northeast, near the sea, 
is the legendary Tulum, originally named by the Maya 
as Zamá, which means morning or sunrise. This is truly 
a must-see: it’s the only Mayan city that was built next 
to the Caribbean Sea. Make sure they arrive early and 
have plenty of time to enjoy a view of the castle, the 
Dancer’s Plaza and the Temple of the Frescoes (that one 
they really can’t miss!)

There’s also plenty for your clients to see and 
explore in the northern reaches of Riviera Maya. 
Topping the list is Xel-Há (pronounced shel-HAH), which 
was actually where the first European settlement in the 
peninsula was established. Then there’s Polé, or as it’s 
known today, Xcaret (pronounced SHKA-ret). This was 
once an important commercial port, where the Maya 
came to trade spices, food, clothing and tools. Every 
year, Mayan pilgrims would arrive at Polé, each of them 
eager to cross the Caribbean channel to the island of 
Cozumel, which is right across the water from Playa 
del Carmen. These adventurous souls would cross the 
water in sturdy wooden canoes, fighting the currents 

and praying to the goddess Ixchel (pronounced eeks-
SHELL) for good fortune for their families, fertility for 
their crops and their women and good luck in their 
trade. Playa del Carmen, known back then as Xamanhá 
(pronounced shah-mahn-HA) was one of the first 
villages to be discovered by the invading Spaniards. 
Today it’s the biggest town in Riviera Maya, chock full 
of attractions including restaurants with delicious fresh 
seafood, traditional cuisine and international fare; great 
shopping both of the small shop, boutique and mall 
kind; and some truly wonderful resorts. 

Over the next 300 years under Spanish Colonial 
rule, the lack of adequate roads and the fierce resistance 
from the Maya themselves deterred European incursion 
into the area. Fun fact: for much of the 
20th century this region was a major 
contributor to the world’s chewing 
gum craze! That’s right: this is where 
thousands of chicleros, collectors of 
natural gum or chicle, would collect 
the sap that turned into a billion-dollar 
industry for Wrigley, Adams and other 
candy manufacturers. 

Meanwhile, the area remained 
what was called a “territory” and didn’t 
become a Mexican state until 1974. By 
the 1980s, the Mexican government had 
begun to realize the enormous tourism 
potential of the region and had begun 
to build roads and other infrastructure. 
The “Riviera Maya” brand was born in 
1997, and its 120 km (86 mi) of scenic 
Caribbean coastline have not looked 
back since! 

Resort Roundup
The easiest way to picture Riviera Maya 
is by dividing it into three main areas, 
with Playa del Carmen (also known as 
Playa) in the MIDDLE. To the NORTH of 
Playa you’ll fi nd the beaches and resort 
enclaves of Playa Paraiso/Playa Secreto, 
Punta Maroma/Punta Bete, and Mayakobá. 
To the SOUTH of Playa lie numerous 
parks and attractions such as Xcaret, 
Río Secreto, Xplor, Xel-Há, and towns of 
Puerto Aventuras, Akumal, and Tulum. 
Sian Ka'an is now part of Maya Ka'an. 

You can arrive at Riviera Maya by di� erent means, 
though the most popular are by air and by sea. 
As we mentioned, most of our visitors arrive at 
the Cancun International Airport (CUN), located 
65 km (40 mi) north of Playa del Carmen. The 
second airport option is the Cozumel International 
Airport (CZM), which is answering increasing 
demand by updating its fl ight routes to o� er better 
connectivity, followed by a short trip across the 
Caribbean Channel aboard a ferryboat. There’s 
one more airport option we hadn’t mentioned: the 
Playa del Carmen domestic airport (PCM). Though 
there’s no international service, it does o� er short 
hops to Cancun and Cozumel via air taxi services.

GETTING HERE

Sian Ka'an

Continued from page 4
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Visitors arriving at the Cancun International 
Airport have several options to choose from to 
get to their hotel in Riviera Maya. It’s important to 
point out all ground services from the airport need 
to be pre-arranged, whether online, through you, 
or inside the airport at a taxi stand. Travelers can’t 
just walk outside and hail a cab. 

Shuttles, limos and VIP vehicles
The airport itself has recently added a new Fare 
Finder to its website, allowing you to check all 
available rates and book transportation online to 
all the hotels in the region. 

Rental Cars
All the major rental car companies have 
counters at the Cancun International Airport. We 
recommend that you book your clients’ car in 
advance to ensure they get the type of car and 
amenities they want. Most agencies require that 
the driver be at least 21 years of age. A surcharge 
sometimes applies for drivers aged 21-24. 

Bus
The bus company ADO provides first-class service 

from the Cancun International Airport 
to Playa del Carmen. (There is also 
a stop in Puerto Morelos along this 
route.) Buses run 8:30-23:50 hrs. The 
trip takes about 50 minutes. Current 
costs are approximately US$10 one-
way. Note: There is also frequent 
“regular” bus service along Mexico 
Highway 307. However, keep in mind 
this is a second-class bus that makes 
many stops. 

Taxis
The fare from the Cancun International 
Airport to Playa del Carmen is around 
US$65 (per vehicle) and allows a 
maximum of four passengers; the 
return cab journey is around US$45 
from Playa del Carmen. Rates go 
up as you move further south from 
Playa del Carmen (and away from 
the airport). Keep in mind what we 
mentioned above: your clients will 
need to buy a ticket from a taxi stand 
inside the airport when they get 
there because they won’t be able 
to hail one from the street. Cabs to 
get around the area are available, 
although expensive.

Apart from these main developments there is a scattering 
of beaches with small, bohemian-style properties such 
as Paamul, Kantenah, and Xpu-Há, which will appeal 
to your clients who are really looking to get away from it all. 

As for accommodations, you’ll find Riviera Maya has 
something for every expectation, budget and desire. 
There are cozy eco-boutique hotels in Tulum, expansive 
family resorts, adult-only resorts, properties devoted 
to holistic renewal and a slew of all-inclusive hotels. 
Then there are the “urban beach” hotels in Playa del 
Carmen right near the bustling Quinta Avenida, or 5th 
Avenue, in the heart of all that’s hip and fun. Or choose 
a secluded all-inclusive luxury resort sprawling over a 
perfectly private beach with nary a non-guest in sight. 

Have clients who prefer EP so they can explore more? 
There are plenty of those, too. There’s no shortage 
of high-end properties perfect for singles, couples, 
friends, and families because, as we mentioned above, 
Riviera Maya has more AAA Four- and Five-Diamond 
properties in one place than any other region in North 
America. You’ll find international developers—including 
several Spanish companies—dominate the all-inclusive 
mega-resort segment, while American franchises 
and Mexican-owned brands round out the inventory. 
The best part is they’re all within reach of the area’s 
impressive collection of marinas, championship golf 
courses, shopping centers, animal sanctuaries and 
Mayan-inspired theme parks.

GETTING AROUND

Xcaret
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Playa del Secreto & Playa Paraíso
Picture yourself standing on a perfect stretch of white 
sand, shading your eyes as you look out towards the 
Great Mayan Reef, just a short boat ride away. Welcome to 
Playa del Secreto and Playa Paraíso, where there are no 
towns, just some of the region’s most popular all-inclusive 
resorts such as the spectacular Vidanta Riviera Maya
and Iberostar. And get ready to work on your swing: 
there are two amazing golf courses here, El Manglar and 
Iberostar Playa Paraíso. 

Punta Maroma & Punta Bete
You’ll fi nd a long list of popular all-inclusive resorts 
and luxury boutique hotels sandwiched between these 
two beauties. As with Secreto and Paraíso, there’s no 
actual town, but hotel guests do have access to one of 
Riviera Maya’s loveliest beaches. Properties here include 
Belmond Maroma Resort & Spa, Secrets Maroma 
Beach, Catalonia Playa Maroma, El Dorado Maroma, 
Palafi tos-Overwater Bungalows at El Dorado Maroma 
by Karisma, Hacienda Tres Ríos, Blue Bay Grand 
Esmeralda, H10 Ocean Maya Royale, Secrets Capri and 
the Blue Diamond Riviera Maya. Maroma Adventures, a 
popular tour center facing the Caribbean Sea, is also right 
here next to the El Dorado properties. This is a must if 
you stay nearby, because not only do they organize tours 
through the jungle and above or below the waves with all 
kinds of cool toys and crafts, but they can also can get 
you to rub noses with a dolphin or see the view from up 
on a camel’s back. 

Mayakobá
As we follow the shoreline we get to Mayakobá, with 
its deluxe hotels, residences, an 18-hole Greg Norman 
golf course and—surprise—miles of beautiful Caribbean 
beachfront. This is sustainability central: the fi rst hotel 
built here, the Fairmont Mayakobá (a AAA Five-Diamond 
property), was the fi rst “green” hotel in Riviera Maya. In 
fact, biologists, architects and designers involved in the 
development of the Mayakobá site—spread out over 500 
acres of mangrove forest and jungle—were very careful 
to preserve its diverse fl ora and fauna. Two other AAA 

Five-Diamond winners, the Banyan Tree Mayakobá and 
the Rosewood Mayakobá, and the newest property, the 
Andaz Mayakobá, complete the setting. Note: You must 
be a hotel guest or have golf reservations to enter this 
exclusive enclave. 

PLAYA DEL CARMEN
(55 km/34 mi from the Cancun International Airport) 

Playa del Carmen—or “Playa”—is spread out along 15 km 
(9 mi) of gorgeous Caribbean beach. A bit of history: for 
the Mayans, this area used to be called Xamanhá, which 
means “northern waters.” It was the main departure point 
for their trip to Cozumel to worship the goddess Ixchel. To 
prepare for their visit, the pilgrims would fast for several 
days, pray and take steam baths to purify their body and 
soul before heading to Cozumel, which was then called 
Kuzamil (pronounced koo-sa-MEEL).

If you haven’t been to Playa in a few years, boy, are 
you in for a surprise! Playa is all grown up and is now the 
place to see and be seen. It’s only a 50-minute ride from 
the Cancun International Airport via the four-lane 307 
Highway and still ferry central for jaunts to Cozumel, plus 
it’s right next door to the mega-resorts at the Playacar
development, all of which has helped the city grow to 
about a quarter of a million residents—some local, some 
national, with a very heavy sprinkling of foreigners. 

It also has plenty of day visitors from all over Riviera 
Maya and via cruises (both from Cozumel or those 
docking at Calica, just 10 km/6 mi south) who stream in 
to enjoy its excellent shopping, dining, people watching, 
and calm, beautiful beach. Two blocks inland and parallel 
to the sea is La Quinta Avenida, Playa’s answer to 5th 
Avenue, only beachier, funkier and a whole lot more fun. 
This busy iconic pedestrian byway now stretches about 
20 blocks (4.5 km/2.8 mi) from the Paseo del Carmen 
outdoor shopping center at the southern end all the way 
north into the city.

Easily the hippest, most internationally diverse street 
in the entire Caribbean, it’s “divided” into the Old Quinta 
and the New Quinta. The Old Quinta extends more or less 
to 15th street and the Quinta Alegria Mall, and it’s busy 
with restaurants, nightlife with DJs and clubs (especially 

RIVIERA MAYA RUNDOWN: 
NORTH TO SOUTH
Riviera Maya: the very name is enough to spark 
visions of endless beaches and pure fun under the 
sun. But while it certainly o� ers more than its fair 
share of all that, this destination also weaves in 
eco-adventures, ancient Mayan archaeology and 
experiences in modern-day Mayan villages, giving 
it a considerable edge over any other vacation 
destination in the Americas.

Right next to the Riviera Maya is Maya Ka'an. 
It encompasses eight di� erent sites. Each one of 
them o� ers amazing experiences to its visitors: 
Chunhuhub, Felipe Carrillo Puerto, Kantemó, 
Muyil, Noh-Bec, Punta Allen, Señor, Tihosuco and 
Punta Herrero.

And because development in this expanse of 
coastline has been kept in check, you’ll fi nd this 
region’s large resort complexes are intermingled 
with small independent communities with plenty 
of wilderness in between. Growth has still been 
impressive, but even more impressive is the 
ability of its people to keep so much of their land 
preserved in its natural state. If you’re thinking eco-
vacation, then you’re in the right place: envision 
myriad archaeological sites and thriving Mayan 
villages for exploring; the uninterrupted miles of 
virgin beaches for relaxing; and mangroves and 
lush jungle for green adventures.

Playa Maroma
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around the corner of 5th and 12th avenues), plus great 
shopping at Calle Corazón and Quinta Alegría, where 
your credit cards are accepted and will get a workout (you 
can expect to fi nd well-known domestic and international 
brands). When you hit Calle Corazón don’t miss a visit to 
L’Aquarium, where your entry fee contributes to coral 
farming and opens the door for you to see over 3,000 
di� erent species and a special cenote room, 
so you don’t even have to get your feet 
wet to view the wonders of our 
Caribbean Sea. Farther down, the 
New Quinta is more laid-back, 
with a cool bohemian vibe at 
its restaurants and bars.  

The latest attraction 
on the Quinta is Estación 
México, a free walking tour 
through this famous avenue 
where you will learn about the history, 
anecdotes and activities offered in Playa 
del Carmen.

The guide will take you to Playa´s most important 
places, such as: Parque Fundadores, Portal Maya, Nuestra 
Señora del Carmen Chappel, Frida Kahlo´s Museum, 12 
Street, Calle Corazón, the Mayan temple, and much more.

Beyond La Quinta
Even though Playa del Carmen has seen an explosion in 
popularity and growth, it’s still very much a pedestrian-
friendly town at heart. City planners have, in fact, begun 
initiatives on a 4-km (2.5-mi) walking and bicycle path 
that will run the length of the town along 10th Avenue. 
Two similar paths already connect the two commercial 
corridors: Centro Maya and Plaza Las Americas. The latter 
has a new municipal facility, city hall and theater as part 
of one of the largest master-planned urban developments 
in Mexico.

A bit to the north of town (within walking distance), 
the area past Avenida Constituyentes has some of the 
loveliest beaches Playa has to o� er. Further north is Coco 
Beach, and if you go beyond this you’ll fi nd fewer sun 
worshippers and more places to relax far from the tourist 
hustle and bustle.

Where To Stay, What To Eat
Accommodations in Playa del Carmen are as varied as 
the crowd. Many of them are wallet-friendly two- and 
three-star family-run inns. Others, like the Live Aqua 
Boutique Resort and Thompson Main House Playa del 
Carmen, are trendy and upscale with an “urban beach” 
vibe since they’re in the “downtown” area, though the 
Thompson also has an outpost within walking distance 
called Thompson Beach House right on the sand. Also 
on the beach are the new Grand Hyatt Playa del Carmen 
Resort, the Mahekal Beach Resort, and the Gran Porto 
Resort. Many visitors stay right next-door at the upscale, 
gated Playacar enclave (more on that below), where they 
have over 6,000 hotel rooms on tap. 

Dining in this beach town is just as eclectic and it’s 
delicious no matter what your budget looks like. Pick from 
local Mexican food (you’ve never had fi sh tacos until you 
try these fi sh tacos) and regional Mayan specialties to 
international cuisines including Italian, Argentine, Asian, 
French and more. “Fresh” is a standard menu item, meaning 
it’s all just-caught or locally sourced. We put together some 
great recommendations for you in our Riviera Maya for 
Foodies section so don’t forget to check it out! 

PLAYACAR
Just south of Playa and the ferry pier is the private, gated 
development of Playacar. Since it opened in the 80s, 

this swanky enclave has become home to over 6,000 
rooms divided among several large four- and five-star 
all-inclusive resorts, mostly with Spanish ownership 
and branding. Many of them rank among Mexico’s 
best, so be sure to see our Lodging Chart. Nearly all 
are beachfront and within walking (or biking) distance 
to all the fun in Playa del Carmen. The development 
also has three shopping malls and million-dollar villas 
set back in beautifully landscaped lots along winding, 
tree-lined streets.

XCARET
(61 km/38 mi south of Cancun International Airport; 6 
km/3.7 mi south of Playa del Carmen)

Xcaret will, quite literally, knock your socks o� : this 200-
acre eco-archaeological park combines the best of Riviera 
Maya in one place, with crystal clear grottoes you can 
fl oat through, beautiful coves and pristine cenotes. Add in 
a Mayan village (the show is marvelous), good food and all 
kinds of exotic animal exhibits, and you have a destination 
attraction like no other. 

PUERTO AVENTURAS
(75km/47 mi south of the Cancun International Airport)

Puerto Aventuras—or simply “Puerto” to its friends—
is deep in the heart of Riviera Maya. This world-class 
residential community development, built around a 
full-service, deep-draft marina (with facilities for larger 
vessels), is home to about 6,000 residents and has its 
own bevy of attractions for visitors. 

LA CASA DE LA PLAYA
A boutique hotel that will have 79 rooms. It is Grupo 
Xcaret´s second hotel.

JUGALA 
Located in Riviera Maya, inside the Vidanta Hotel, 
40 minutes away from Cancun. In this water park 
you will experience a journey through the jungle 
where you will fi nd lost ruins, caves, waterfalls and 
bridges. Among its main attractions are the Aqua 
Drop, Aqua Loop, the Flatline loop and Whizzard, 
in addition to a wave pool with natural sand and 
a lazy river, which is the largest in Latin America, 
more than a kilometer in length. Jungala has 
luxurious cabins that include a personal butler.

XAVAGE
It is located 18 minutes away from downtown 
Cancun. Dare yourself in the intense rope course, 
rafting through the rapids, driving an all-terrain 
vehicle in an obstacle circuit and other activities. 
It is the most exhilarating park in Cancun and the 
Riviera Maya.
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NEW & NOTABLE

TIP
We highly recommend a visit during the 
day for the mix of funky shops and lux-
ury high-end retailers, then at night for 
the excellent dining, the roving mariachi 
bands and the DJ music coming from 

the open-air bars.

La Quinta Avenida
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You can practice your swing at the par-36 jungle 
golf course, opened by Thomas Leman in 1991, bat some 
balls on the tennis courts, or while away the morning at 
the nautical museum. There are also shops, restaurants, 
delicious Mexican bakeries, condos, villas and several 
hotels (about 5,200 rooms total, making it the largest hotel 
area after Playa del Carmen and Playacar, with about 13% 
of the region’s rooms).

Hotel brands in Puerto Aventuras include Omni, 
Dreams Puerto Aventuras, Catalonia, El Dorado and 
Hard Rock (formerly Aventura Spa Palace). Immediately 
to the south of Puerto Aventuras there are fi ve Barceló 
Riviera Maya properties totaling over 5,238 rooms. See 
Lodging Chart for details.

Xpu-Há

(78 km/48 mi south of the Cancun International Airport)

Xpu-Há (pronounced shpooh-HAH) is the place to go if 
you’re looking for a gorgeous stretch of white powdery sand 
framed by tropical vegetation—plus it adds in limestone 
inlets gushing underground freshwater streams. Here you'll 
fi nd the Hotel Esencia (which holds a charming story, worth 
discovering), the Catalonia Royal Tulum right about mid-
beach, with the Bel Air Xpu Há to the north. You can walk 
to this hotel along the soft sand, but if you head south from 
the Catalonia you’ll fi nd a bit of a rocky beach along the way.

AKUMAL
(92 km/57 mi south of the Cancun International Airport)

Akumal (pronounced ah-coo-MAHL) literally means “place 
of the turtles,” which makes it turtle central! This is where 
you’ll fi nd the Centro Ecológico de Akumal (CEA), a non-
profi t center dedicated to environmental marine research, 
education and sea turtle protection. 

The destination was once part of a large coconut 
plantation, and was fi rst developed back in 1958 by 
Mexican divers salvaging a sunken Spanish galleon just 
o�  shore. Luckily for future visitors, they formed CEDAM, 
an internationally acclaimed society of divers dedicated 
to community service and ecological preservation. Today, 
Akumal is home to a tight-knit population of ex-pats and 
snowbirds who have been coming here for years and 
want to protect the community, the fl ora and the marine 
life, which bodes well for keeping the area as pristine as 
possible while permitting development. There are shops, 
galleries and arts and crafts, as well as a few hotels, 
resorts and private residences strung out along the coast.

The biggest draw is its silky, white-sand beaches, 
protected by o� shore reefs, making it a haven for divers 
from around the world who come here year round. In 

fact, they’ve been coming here for decades—even before 
there were roads to get here! Back then, though, they’d 
have to stash their fl ippers, masks and tanks on a boat 
and come over all the way from Cozumel. 

From north to south, in Akumal you’ll fi nd:

YAL-KÚ LAGOON: The limestone rocks and 
outcroppings make this a perfect home for all sorts of 
underwater life, and the crystal clear water lets you see 
each and every fi n. There’s an entrance fee to paradise of 
about US$12, and there are also eco-bathrooms for visitors, 
plus snorkeling equipment and life jackets for rent. 

CALETA TANKAH: It has a beautiful cove, with 
turquoise waters and a powdery white sand beach. On the 
property there is also a cenote hidden in the exuberant 

Xcaret

Thompson Beach House
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jungle. It is the ideal place to spend the day enjoying 

nature´s wonders. There is a beach club there so you can 

drink, eat and lay on a lounge chair, without worries.

AKUMAL BAY: This is the site of the area’s original 

development. Today it’s home to some great dive shops, 

beachside restaurants and the Akumal Bay Resort. 

If you come here off -season you’ll fi nd more Mexican 

tourists than foreigners, which gives it a distinctly “local” 

fl avor. On the south end (Akumal Sur) there are condos, 

the Sunscape Akumal Beach Resort & Spa and Bahia 

Principe resorts (four properties with over 4,000 rooms), 

and the Riviera Maya Golf Club to welcome visitors 

(the greens are just across Highway 307 from the Bahia 

Principe resorts). Of course, the swimming is great.

TULUM ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE 

(About 117 km/72 mi or 1 hr 30 minutes south of the Cancun 

International Airport)

The Mayan archaeological site of Tulum has graced many a 

Mexico advertisement and for good reason: it really is that 

breathtaking and its one of the loveliest sites in the entire 

Republic. This is the focus of the southern end of the Riviera 

Maya and comes complete with a low-impact, boho-style 

seaside hotel zone and the funky fun inland city of Tulum. 

But fi rst, a little history: Back in the 16th century 

when the Spaniards fi rst arrived, the seaside Mayan city 

of Tulum—one of only a handful of Mayan port cities—

was actually still in use. Today, visitors can roam its 

small temples and buildings, including the Temple of the 

Frescoes, with its faded interior wall murals still visible, 

and the Temple of the Descending God, which shows a 

god tumbling from the heavens. There are over 60 well-

preserved structures within the three massive walls that 

surround the site. It’s open from 8:00 to 17:00 hrs. but we 

recommend coming in early in the morning or late in the 

afternoon to miss the mass of visitors that descend from 

the huge tour buses. There’s an admission fee to get in, and 

there are several English-speaking guides available to take 

you through and give you some insight into this marvelous 

place. At the entrance to the parking lot there’s a busy 

outdoor souvenir market, so you might want to bring some 

pesos with you. From there you can walk to the site or take 

a tram. Depending on the time, you’re going to want to take 

a swim in the small beach beside the site, so you can look 

up at the ruins and marvel at the Mayas' ingenuity. 

Just beyond Tulum's hotel zone is a road that leads 

to the Sian Ka’an Biosphere Reserve, one of Mexico’s top 

ecotourism attractions (we’ll introduce you to it in the next 

couple of pages).

Tulum Hotel Zone
This area, located just a couple of kilometers south of 

the archaeological site, has become a magnet for those 

looking to escape big development and worldly worries: 

indeed, many travelers say they feel a spiritual connection 

to it. It’s peaceful, quiet, and eco-friendly—the place to 

go if you’re looking for yoga by the sea or meditation in 

the salt air. 

Most accommodations are of the earthy boutique 

sort, with thatched roofs, solar panels and generators. But 

while the appeal for backpackers is big, it also attracts the 

eco-chic crowd in search of the barefoot-with-white-linen 

experience off ered by establishments like the stunning 

Azulik, the cozy Ana y José, the #instaworthy Papaya 

Playa and the marvelous Ahau Tulum. Other hotels worth 
mentioning: Casa Malca, Be Tulum, La Zebra, Hip Hotel, 

Akumal
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Mezzanine Colibri Boutique Hotel, Mi Amor Colibri 
Boutique Hotel. There are less than 2,000 sleeping 
units in this area, but they’re spread out over almost 100 
di� erent properties, so you’ll fi nd a variety of experiences 
and price points from eco-hotels, bungalows and hotels to 
campgrounds, all sprinkled along the 10-km (6-mi) stretch 
of beach. 

Tulum City

(117 km/73 mi south of the Cancun International Airport)

This town is a surprising blend of European and 
Mayan in the very best possible way. Think Mayan huts, 
French restaurants, budget lodging and boutiques. It’s 
definitely an experience unlike any other! This city is 
also a transit point for buses headed to Grand Costa 
Maya, Cobá and Chiquilá (the village where you can take 
the ferry to get to Holbox island) and Belize. 

As if that weren’t enough, there are a number of 
cenotes near Tulum; most have been explored, so you can 
access them safely and easily. Some of the “must-sees” 
include the famous Calavera (Death’s Head), the Grand 
Cenote, the Sac Aktún (“White Cave” in Maya), and the Car 
Wash (also known as Aktún-Há, or “water cave” in Maya).

COBÁ ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE
(43 km/27 mi inland from Tulum)

Put on your explorer hat: Cobá is an important Maya site, 
but it’s still shrouded by thick jungle, so you’ll defi nitely get 
that Indiana Jones feel as you walk through it. It was once 
a huge city, but only 5% has been excavated so far and is 
just now being extensively studied. It was built between 
two lakes during the classic period (600-900 A.D.) and 
had an extension of over 80 square km (39 square mi) with 
about 50,000 inhabitants. The main pyramid, Nohoch Mul 
(“large hill” in Maya), at 42 meters/138 feet tall is the tallest 

Tulum Archaeological Site
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in the Yucatan peninsula and can still be climbed. There’s 
a second pyramid, known as the “La Iglesia” (The Church), 
which is slightly smaller. Excavations have unearthed a 
nine-tiered castle and two ball courts, and the site has more 
sacbé (wide limestone-paved ancient roads) than any site 
yet discovered.

There’s a small town near the site with a handful of 
simple hotels (including Coqui Coqui Cobá Residence 
and Spa) and a few restaurants. Some 15 km (9 mi) north 
is Punta Laguna, a large inland lake famous for the troops 
of spider monkeys that live on its shores. 

There are a number of excellent tours in the area 
that combine a visit to Cobá with the opportunity to 
interact with some of the local Mayan communities that 
have settled deep in the forest—it’s a once-in-a-lifetime 
experience to see an ancient culture come to life. The 

local guides will take you through the ruins and the 
rainforest as they inform you about the local customs and 
traditions, and the fl ora and fauna, followed by a stop 
in a local village. If you’re looking for something more 
adventurous, then a zip-line over a huge cenote might 
be more your speed, after which you can rappel into the 
heart of the sinkhole and take a dip in the cool, crystalline 
waters. Operators include Alltournative. 

MUYIL ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE
Muyil (or “place of the rabbits” in Maya) is located in the 
Sian Ka’an Biosphere Reserve and is one of the earliest 
ancient Maya sites (300 B.C.-250 A.D.) The main part 
dates from the post-Classic period, when it was part of the 
commercial route that once connected with the great city 

In the Riviera Maya we’re always working to improve 
our destination. For us, paradise is forever, which is 
why we incorporate responsible tourism in 80% of 
the education in the public and private sectors. We’re 
proud to say these colleges are already shaping the 
future of upcoming generations, promoting safe and 
sustainable tourism.

PARADISE IS FOREVER

Cobá

Sian Ka'anCobá Archaeological Site
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of Chichén Itzá. There are several important structures 
here including El Castillo, or The Castle. It’s over 50 feet 
high and archaeologists discovered jade fi gurines in it 
during excavation (note: unfortunately, you can’t climb it 
as it was damaged during Hurricane Gilbert). There’s also 
an observation tower and a walkway through the dense 
forest with ramps and interpretive signs. 

SIAN KA’AN BIOSPHERE RESERVE
This 1.6-million-acre reserve is only 6 km (4 mi) south of 
the Tulum ruins and is Mexico’s largest protected area. 
Its name means “where the sky is born” and, as you gaze 
over it, you’ll no doubt feel the awe the Maya must have 
felt the fi rst time they saw it. It’s so huge there are several 
di� erent ecosystems within its territory, from semi- 
evergreen tropical forest to wetlands, savanna and ocean. 
The abundance of animals is incredible, with magnifi cent 
cats including the jaguar, puma, ocelot, margay, and 
jaguarondi; thousands of howler monkeys; crocodiles and 
other reptiles; and over 345 species of birds. 

In 1987 the Sian Ka’an Biosphere Reserve was 
declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site for its exceptional 
natural beauty and extraordinary diversity of life; there are 
also more than 23 little-visited Mayan archaeological sites 
within its confi nes, as well as the villages of Boca Paila 
and Punta Allen. Both of these are on a small peninsula 
along the Reserve’s eastern border, with the Caribbean on 
one side and the mangroves, canals, wetlands and islets 
on the other. This is the only sector of the Reserve that’s 
open to very limited tourist development, and there are 
private homes as well as small fi shing lodges there. (See 
the Lodging Directory for more information.) 

You can access this natural wonder via a rugged—but 
scenic—coastal road, stretching along the coast from just 
south of the Tulum Hotel Zone all the way to Punta Allen 
(57 km/35 mi to the south). The drive time to Punta Allen is 
two hours, depending on the conditions, but worth every 
minute, because you now have access to a Caribbean 
paradise at its unspoiled best. 
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MAYA KA'AN
A window into the cultural identity of the Mexican Caribbean

This secluded place is an authentic stretch of Mayan 
communities and lush jungle, inhabited by the descendants 
of the Maya who were once known as the Cruzoob, or the 
rebel Mayas of the Caste War. Its territory includes the 
towns of Felipe Carrillo Puerto and Jose Maria Morelos; 
both represent the cultural identity of the Mexican 
Caribbean and are important historical sites for their 
participation in the Caste War of 1847. For over half a 
century, the communities of the Maya Ka´an bore witness 
to the key battles of the Mayas against the government of 
those times. Today, they are passionate about maintaining 

their customs and the Mayan language, as well as the 
traditions and ways of life from two centuries past, a legacy 
of the ancient Mayan culture.

Maya Ka'an
Maya Ka'an is a region that encompasses eight di� erent 
sites where it is possible to have unique experiences 
surrounded by mesmerizing landscapes and learn about 
the cultural legacy of the Mayas. 

This ecotourism destination is different from 
any other one in the Mexican Caribbean due to its 
contribution to the conservation of the region's 
environment, culture and small villages. It is located in 
the middle of the state of Quintana Roo, between Tulum 

and Grand Costa Maya and shares its land borders with 
the state of Yucatan. There are some companies running 
Maya Ka´an´s tours which you can get or you can rent a 
car to get there.

Maya Ka´an comprises the following sites: Muyil, 
Punta Allen, Felipe Carrillo Puerto, Tihosuco, Kantemó, 
Señor, Punta Herrero and Chunhuhub.  

Felipe Carillo Puerto
It is the starting point for traveling around Maya Ka'an. It is a 
rich region due to its history, traditions and Mayan cultures 
that the locals have preserved through time.

It was founded in 1850 under the name of Chan Santa 
Cruz (Small Santa Cruz). Known as the Warriors Town, it 
was a sanctuary for the rebel Mayas during the Caste War 

of Yucatan and it is where the Cruz Parlante (the 
Talking Cross) event happened.

In Felipe Carrillo Puerto, it is 
possible to experience its cuisine 
by sampling local dishes served at 

markets throughout the region. 
There are some ecotourism 
centers such as  Siijil Noh Há  
and Balam Nah located on the 

shore of the Ocom lagoon system. 
There are some healing centers such 

as Raxalaj.

Punta Allen
Punta Allen, a small fi shing village located 50 km (31 mi)
south of Tulum, features the Sian Ka’an Biosphere Reserve. 
It contains a tropical jungle and mangroves, which are the 
perfect setting to enjoy exciting ecotourism activities.

 This village is also home to about 600 people who 
depend on spiny lobster fi shing for their livelihood as 
well as to a few small restaurants and a handful of small 
hotels, some shops, a small clinic and even a taxi service. 
There are also cozy and charming lodging options such as 
rustic bungalows, inns and hostels.

 If fi shing is your thing, you’re in luck: this area is one 
of the world’s hotspots for ocean fl y-fi shing, with prize 
catches being bonefi sh, permit, tarpon, barracuda and 
snook. You can charter your excursions with the guides 
who live in and around the village.

TIP
Maya Ka´an is the perfect destination 
for travelers who enjoy doing outdoor 
activities and having a true cultural 

immersion in the Mayan culture.

Punta Allen

Felipe Carrillo PuertoMaya Ka'an 
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 Bird-watchers will fi nd a reproduction sanctuary for 
di� erent kinds of seabirds like the magnifi cent frigatebirds, 
neotropic cormorants, seagulls, brown pelicans, roseate 
spoonbills and sea eagles, among other species.

Whether you come here for the fi shing, the kayaking 
down the canals of the reserve, the birdwatching or the 
diving, you’re guaranteed to go home with some fabulous 
stories of your close encounter with one of Mother 
Nature’s fi nest achievements.

Muyil
Muyil boasts the beauty of Muyil and Chunyaxche 
Lagoons and its historic Mayan architecture. It has an 

amazing archaeological site that contains several Mayan 
vestiges, the most important of which is called El Castillo 
(The Castle).

Muyil was a seaport used by the Mayas because of 
its access to the sea. Nowadays you can kayak or swim 
through its canals, a truly relaxing experience. Muyil is the 
perfect place for archaeology and nature lovers.

Señor
A small village where you will be able to experience the 
Mayan culture at its fullest, and be able to talk to the Mayas 
that live in that region and hear from them about their way 

of living, customs and 
traditions that have 
been inherited from 
their ancestors.  

In Señor you 
will be able to learn 
the importance of 
the henequen, a 
fi bre plant that was 
very important to 
the Mayas and the 
Spaniards, besides 
learning about corn 
crops and agriculture 
in the attraction 
called Milpa Maya 
(Maya Cornfi eld).

Tihosuco 
It is renowned for its 
cultural richness and 
historical signifi cance 
as well as being a 
community which still 
retains and practices 
its traditions. 

Get to know this 
wonderful civilization 
by visiting the 
Museum of History. 

Be part of their ceremonies and gastronomic activities. One 
of the main attractions includes visiting its colonial church; 
part of the building was destroyed during the Caste War. 
You can also visit the Caste War Museum and learn about it. 

Punta Herrero
This is a small fi shing village located south of the Sian Ka'an 
Biosphere Reserve, on the south edge of Espíritu Santo Bay.

It is considered one of the best places for sport fi shing 
and fl y fi shing, among other destinations like Punta Allen 
and Punta Pájaros.

Kantemó
In Kantemó you will fi nd the cave of the hanging snakes, 
where you will be able to watch the snakes moving around 
the cave to hunt and eat the bats that live inside it. These 
snakes are not poisonous. You will also be able to see 
fossils, proof that this place was once part of the seabed. 

In this destination you can enjoy a bike ride through the 
exuberant Mayan jungle, where you will be able to listen to 
the chirping of the birds and the surrounding nature.

Chunhuhub
A picturesque village that has numerous Mayan vestiges and 
colonial buildings. Chunhuhub is one of the last important 
villages on the way to old Bakhalal, nowadays Bacalar. 

It o� ers a unique gastronomic experience; you will 
enjoy a traditional Mayan meal made from the ingredients 
the inhabitants have collected from their gardens, and 
they will cook them in a pib (a traditional Mayan cookout). 
Enjoy your meal with some handmade tortillas and 
refreshing fruit water.

Lodging Options in Maya Ka´an
Most of Maya Ka´an´s hotels are located in Punta Allen, 
but you can also fi nd some bungalows or cabins in Felipe 
Carrillo Puerto and José Maria Morelos. 

The ecotouristic centers Beejkax Ha in Kantemó and 
Síijil Noh Ha in Felipe Carrillo Puerto are a few of the 
lodging options. Both are located in the middle of the 
jungle. You can also go camping in Balam Nah, located in 
Felipe Carrillo Puerto.

Sian Ka'an
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ATTRACTIONS
Up until now you’ve read about the cultural and 
historic side of Riviera Maya, our natural bounty, 
our conservation mission and the respect we have 
for our traditions and heritage. But there’s much 
more to this coast with the most: there’s also a 
long list of fun activities to indulge in and jaw-
dropping eco-adventure parks to experience. This 
is where we say there’s something for everybody 
at every age—and we mean every word! Thing 
is, we can write all we want about diving in the 
Mesoamerican reef, hiking in the jungle or zip-
lining through the treetops, but what we’d really 
love is for you to come experience it for yourself.

Cirque du Soleil
JOYÀ, the fi rst resident Cirque du Soleil show in 
Riviera Maya—and Mexico—combines gastronomy 
and the performing arts in an intimate theater 
setting to engage your fi ve senses and leave 
you awestruck. Drawing on Mexico’s history and 
heritage, JOYÀ tells the story of an alchemist 
and his granddaughter embarking on a quest to 
uncover the secrets of life. This amazing dinner 
show gives visitors a taste of Mexico’s magical and 
cultural past. Suited for all ages, Cirque du Soleil 
JOYÀ is an unforgettable experience you can’t 
miss! Make your reservation at the website www.
cirquedusoleil.com 

Aventuras Mayas
This ecotourism company can take you snorkeling, 
rappelling, zip-lining or trekking through Mayan 
archaeological sites. They have four di� erent tours 
to choose from and their park is recommended 
for kids 6 and older. Open 8:00-17:00 hrs 
www.aventurasmayas.com 

TIP
Turtle nesting season starts in May and 
ends in November, but by August you can 
see the fi rst little turtles hatch. Everyone 
gets involved in protecting these amazing 

creatures, even our visitors! 
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Alltournative
Alltournative’s Jungle Maya Expedition will take you on an 
all-day adventure that will have your audience back home 
sitting at the edge of their chairs: prepare for swimming 
in a cenote, riding into the wilderness, lunching Mayan-
style in the jungle and touring through the archaeological 
site at Tulum with a knowledgeable guide. This outfitter 
also has spine-tingling zip-lines ready for you to enjoy, 
offers your choice of dips in a subterranean or an open 
sky cenote, and much more. At the park, you can enjoy of 
many amenities included in your tour, from safety and fun 
to a delicious and locally prepared meal, after the exciting 
journey into the Mayan jungle! 

Become a true adventurer and get all the emotion 
of driving an ATV through jungle paths with suspended 
bridges and elevated trails while listening to the 
sound of the Mayan forest at Emotions Native Park. 
Enjoy pleasant walks immersed in a protected natural 
area to explore underground caves filled with unique 
stalagmites and stalactites. Get a new perspective of the 
scenery while flying full-speed above the vegetation in 
a zip-line circuit. Discover archaeological vestiges and 
learn about the lifestyle of the first inhabitants of the 

area. A true gem of the journey, it’s a chance to refresh 
by swimming in the beautiful turquoise waters of the 
exclusive Media Luna cenote. 

All attractions are natural and Alltournative takes part 
in the conservation of the natural areas in its parks as well 
as on its tours, which means you’ll be contributing your 
part to responsible tourism and sustainable fun. Open 
08:00-16:00 hrs www.alltournative.com

Grupo Xcaret
Grupo Xcaret is a family of parks owned by the family of the 
founder, Mr. Miguel Quintana, who’s efforts enhance the 
preservation and share our Mexican culture, full of diverse 
traditions and history. He first created Xcaret, which was 
the first of its kind in the area. This theme park, is also part 
animal reserve, part beach resort, that manages to balance 
commercialism with conservation while showcasing the 
essence of the Mexican Caribbean experience. There are 
many onsite restaurants, bars, equipment rental areas 
and souvenir shops. Opened in 1990, Xcaret is a place 
where you can spend the entire day, but we recommend 
you also stay after dark so you can enjoy the “Mexico 
Spectacular” show.  Hot tip: save 10 percent if you buy your 
tickets online at www.xcaret.com. You don’t even have to 

TIP
Alltournative’s Coba Mayan Encounter gives 
clients the opportunity to enjoy one of the 
best views in town from the top of the an-
cient Nohoch Mul, the highest temple in the 
Yucatán Peninsula. While they’re there, local 

Mayan photographers will snap their pic!

leave the park to 
find accommodations: there’s a five-
star Occidental at Xcaret Destination hotel 
plus another 900 rooms at the new Hotel Xcaret México, 
and coming soon is La Casa de la Playa, a boutique hotel 
that will have 79 rooms. It is Grupo Xcaret´s second hotel.

XPLOR is a unique adventure that provides a full day 
of options and activities for about US$100. There are 14 
zip-lines with water landings and amazing suspension 
bridges, or you can choose jungle trips on amphibious 
vehicles. If that’s not your speed, how about an 
underground paradise where you can swim surrounded 
by amazing stalactites and stalagmites, or a raft trip 
across stunning subterranean caverns, using your hands 
as paddles? Hot tip: Xplor is also open at night. With a 
thrilling nocturnal adventure, you’ll be enjoying the best 
of Xplor Fuego! A nutritious buffet is included, specially 
designed to recharge your energy, as are dressing rooms, 
lockers, and top-quality safety equipment. For discounts 

Alltournative
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and advance purchase visit www.xplor.travel or call (888) 
922-7381 in the U.S. and Canada. 

The newest addition to the Grupo Xcaret family is 
XAVAGE, located south of Cancun on  Chetumal—Puerto 
Juárez Federal Highway km 338. It is an amusement park 
that dares you to unleash the wild within by performing 
a challenging rope trail, riding a fi erce jet boat, rafting in 
the rapids and driving an all-terrain vehicle through an 
obstacle circuit, among other activities. Open 8:30-17:00 
hrs. www.xavage.com

XENSES is an amazing park where you’ll test how much 
you can trust your senses by exploring a pitch-dark tunnel 
with only your touch, while experiencing incredible optical 
illusions. This is a great experience for families with 
children ages 6 and older.

XEL-HÁ 110 km/68 mi south of the Cancun International 
Airport) is one of the most magical spots in the Mexican 
Caribbean, an incredible “natural aquarium” where the 

saltwater from the ocean meets the freshwater currents 
from the springs and underground rivers, creating 

a fascinating ecosystem—thus the Mayan 
name which literally means “place 

where water is born.” This is an 
all-day a� air, where you can do 

as much or as little as you like (though we really, truly do 
encourage you to do a lot)! This place is picture perfect 
and brimming with all kinds of fl ora, fauna and marine 
life, thanks greatly to the care of the team at Xel-Há, who 
are completely committed to protecting the environment. 
This means no non-biodegradable sunscreen as it can 
damage the coral and the sea life, so if yours doesn’t meet 
the standards, they’ll hold it for you and give it back when 
you leave. But don’t worry about baking yourself: the park 
hands out biodegradable sunscreen at no cost to you. For 
current info, tickets and some very enticing pictures, visit 
www.xelha.com. 

Río Secreto
Located just south of Xcaret on Highway 307, Río Secreto 
o� ers 14 km/9 mi of spectacular underground caverns 
studded with stalactites and stalagmites, plus cenotes to 
explore by foot and underwater. Note: if you are looking 
for a safe and fun option for a rainy day in the tropical 
Riviera Maya, this is it!

The fun begins after you walk through the large 
underground dry caverns following the 600-meter (656-
yard) limestone pathway. Then you’ll fi nd yourself dipping 
into the cool, clear water to fl oat through the caves 
down the 500-meter (547-yard) underground river. It’s 
a 90-minute tour of majestic calcium formations and an 

TIP
We have several coral farming pro-
grams and are currently developing 
new systems. By supporting eco parks 
and attractions, you’re supporting 

these e� orts, too!

Xel-Há
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utter stillness in these ancient caverns—that’s an hour and 
a half that will certainly fly by. 

Credit cards are accepted, and guides are fluent in 
English and Spanish. Río Secreto is not recommended for 
children under 6 or travelers who have trouble walking. 
All you need is comfortable clothing, walking shoes and 
your bathing suit—Río Secreto provides the rest. Open 
9:00-14:00 hrs www.riosecreto.com, (800) 985-2664 U.S. 
and Canada.

Chikin Há
This eco-park offers thrills and excitement at a wonderfully 
slow pace so you can drink it all in and have plenty of 
time to make the experience your own. At Chikin Há you 
can swim in the clear, turquoise waters of the cenotes or 
hop on a bike for a ride through the soothing green jungle 
(or both)! The park also has a temazcal, an ancient form 
of spa used by our ancestors to help release stress and 
toxins with aromatic steam. Open 9:00-17:00 hrs  www.
chikinha.com.mx

Kantun Chi
This remarkable eco-park is located in the heart of Riviera 
Maya. Its name means “yellowstone mouth” in Maya, and 
it’s a magical place where you can swim in the freshwater 
cenotes and explore the strikingly beautiful underground 
caverns. Chill out and relax with Mother Nature, she’s 
done an amazing job in this coastal paradise.

Akumal Monkey Sanctuary
We’re very grateful to live in such a gorgeous spot on 
Earth, so we’re very conscious about taking care of our 
surroundings. At the Akumal Monkey Sanctuary and 
Rescued Animals they do just that. This is not a zoo, but a 
true sanctuary. Here you’ll meet locals of Mayan descent 
volunteering to help preserve our fauna and our natural 
heritage. Feel-good tip: when you visit the Sanctuary 
to see the rescued animals you’ll be contributing to 
our preservation efforts! Open 9:00-17:00 hrs www.
akumalmonkeysanctuary.com 

TIP
Clients who want to #insta every moment 
will adore a private photo tour in the jun-
gle. Think wildlife, scenery and adven-
ture, and www.bushmanphoto.com can 

help them capture it all.

Río Secreto
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A Taste Of Mayan Heritage…
And Beyond
The “Maya” component of the “Riviera Maya” 
equation is evident in the many exquisite 
regional dishes of the area, some of which 
are still prepared as they were in pre-Hispanic 
times. In fact, the National Association of 
Restaurateurs has awarded Riviera Maya’s 
restaurants its highest award of excellence in 
preparation of regional dishes. Typical Mayan 
seasonings like tikin-xic (pronounced tee-kin-
SHEEK) or cochinita pibil (ko-chee-NEE-tah
pee-BEEL) make frequent appearances on local 
restaurant menus—and once you try either one 
you’ll see why. The former is a Mayan method 
of grilling fresh fi sh with various regional 
spices; the latter—when prepared in the most 
traditional manner—involves baking a well-
seasoned pig wrapped in banana leaves in 
an underground pit, which is later served with 
pickled red onions. 

But because Riviera Maya has received 
such a varied infl ux of visitors and residents 
from all over the world, it’s only natural 
they would have brought with them their 
international cuisines. This means you’ll fi nd 
Italian restaurants, Argentine chefs, Cuban 
eateries, and French delicacies. And all of them 
completely take advantage of the choice local 
seafood caught fresh every morning. 

The best spirits and wines put in an 
appearance in our restaurants, as well. The 
national drink, tequila, and its smoky cousin, 
mezcal, have been elevated to top-drawer 
status here, meaning you can enjoy a fi ne 
pairing or a select tasting led by experts who 
know their blue agave. Mexican wine, too, has 
a legacy of award-winners that are chosen by 
our sommeliers to accompany your dinners. 
And, of course, the best of the best from the 

wine regions of Europe, the United States, 
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Chile and 
Argentina are also in their cellars.

It’s interesting to note that while stand-
alone restaurants up and down the coast can 
certainly be the focus of a gourmet culinary tour 
of the Riviera Maya, some of the region’s best 
dining can be found in the luxury all-inclusive 
resorts that dot our coast. 

Here in Riviera Maya, though, as in all of 
Mexico, food is much more than just what’s on 
your plate…

When We Celebrate, We Celebrate 
with Food!
It wouldn’t be a celebration in Mexico if we 
didn’t have a special dish for it, and a visit to 
Riviera Maya during one of our much-awaited 
fi estas means you get to enjoy some unique 
recipes you probably won’t be getting at home. 

One of our biggest celebrations is on 
September 15th, our Independence Day. 
During that entire month, many of our 
restaurants have a very special dish on the 
menu that’s a living piece of Mexican history—
chiles en nogada (pronounced CHEE-less 
ayn noh-GAH-dah). It was invented by nuns 
in the 1800s in honor of a visiting general, 
and features the colors of the Mexican fl ag: a 
poblano chile (green) stu� ed with a mixture of 
dried fruits, nuts and chopped meat, covered 
in a creamy walnut sauce (white) and sprinkled 
with pomegranate seeds (red). Another very 
traditional dish to try this month (or any 
other, really!) is the pozole (pronounced poh-
ZOH-lay), which is a sort of stew that can be 
prepared with pork, chicken or, less commonly, 
turkey, in a red, green, or white base, and was 
originally prepared by the Aztecs as an o� ering 
in religious ceremonies to the highest ranked 

RIVIERA MAYA 
FOR FOODIES
The gastronomy of Riviera Maya, rooted in 
ancient and very delicious traditions, has 
experienced an extraordinary evolution sparked 
by its homegrown chefs. This progression has 
not only attracted their culinary colleagues from 
around the world, but has also reaped a wide 
following of food and wine connoisseurs and 
critics who spare no words in praising its cuisine.

If you consider yourself a gourmand, a 
foodie or someone who just knows a really good 
thing when you taste it, you’re in for a treat. A 
little history: because of its seaside location and 
access to an incredible variety of seafood, the 
Maya who settled here developed a gastronomy 
slightly di� erent from their inland counterparts, 
who mainly relied on game and fowl such as wild 
turkey for their meals. This was ground zero for 
today’s chefs, and they’ve completely run with it 
and made it their own. 

That smorgasbord of chefs has resulted in a 
fabulous variety of options, from award-winning 
restaurants with fare that ranges from exquisite 
Mayan fusion to the fi nest international dishes 
all the way to humble beachside eateries where 
shoes are optional and you’ll fi nd yourself hard-
pressed not to lick your fi ngers. So whether 
you have money to burn or not, this is one 
destination where you’ll eat like Mayan royalty 
no matter where you decide to dine.

Keep reading for an insider’s look at our 
tasty heritage and we’ll wrap it up with a guide 
of some of the region’s best places to experience 
it for yourself. 

Plank
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unexpected taste. Pepitas are pumpkin 
seeds and they’re used in Mexican 
cuisine whole, powdered or roasted—
even in desserts! 

The year is filled with fiestas and 
themed Mexican dishes from start to 
finish: for example, in December for 
Christmas you can try a tasty cup of 
champurrado (pronounced cham-poo-
RAH-doh), a warm, thick, chocolate-
based Mexican drink made with corn 
flour, whole sugar and milk; 
and atole (pronounced 
ah-TOH-lay), another 
sweet, thick, warm 
drink that can 
be made with 
cornstarch or 
cornmeal. Then 
there are the sweet 
Christmas tamales and 
the incredible buñuelos
(pronounced boon-YUEH-lohs), 
basically fried dough balls dipped 
in cinnamon sugar. Yes, we Mexicans 
love our sweets! 

We could fill another 10 pages 
with good things to eat but you’re just 
going to have to come here and try 
them for yourself!

Recommended Dining
Now that we have your appetite 
going we’d like to o� er you a list of 
recommendations where you can fi nd 
some of the deliciousness we mentioned 
above. We’ll start from the north end and 
head down south on this culinary tour.
¡Buen provecho! 

PLAYA DEL CARMEN
Ah, Playa: go for the glam or go for 
the shorts and sandals—no matter 
where you stop for breakfast, lunch or 
dinner, it’s going to make your taste 
buds happy. Note: after dinner drinks 
are a must. 

Porfirio's: Located in la Quinta 
Avenida, Porfirio´s is a restaurant 
that presents the best of Mexico, 
transforming its traditional flavors, 
textures and aromas into the most 
exquisite dishes of Mexican haute 
cuisine resulting from a careful selection 
of ingredients. A restaurant that renews 
the concept of contemporary cuisine, 
balancing homemade recipes and 
street food. Tel: (984) 110-7805 www.
porfirios.com.mx

Aldea Corazón: Here you’ll find 
yourself surrounded by dream catchers, 
tropical greenery, mature leafy trees 
and underground cenotes. Aldea 
caters to the most discerning palate 
with mouthwatering dishes such as 
fresh local fish with hibiscus flower 
sauce or a tender beef fillet stuffed 
with huitlacoche (Mexican corn 
mushrooms, pronounced weet-la-KOH-
chay) covered with spicy poblano chile

sauce. Think Mexican cuisine with a 
Mayan twist. Tel: (984) 803-1942

Axiote: The restaurant´s Chef is 
Xavier Stone, awarded Best Cook of 
Mexico in 2012 and Iron Chef Canada 
in 2014. He has created a menu that 
fuses together ancient Mexican food 
with a modern twist, incorporating 
ingredients from all over Mexico. 
Liquors and spirits of Mexico are also 
part of the history and gastronomy. 
Axiote has different mezcals, beers 
and wines and complements them 
with dishes. Tel:  (984) 803-1727 www.
axiote.rest

Amate 38: A fine restaurant with 
a jungle theme and a cenote. It serves  
unique and fresh regional food using  
local fresh ingredients using ancient 
cooking techniques with charcoal 
and a wood oven. Tel: (984) 231-2982 
www.amate38.com

Los Aguachiles: Los Aguachiles 
is a very basic, local restaurant—the 
best way to describe it would probably 
be a “high-end” taco stand, so, as you 
can surely guess, this means most 
dishes are tacos made with fish and 

other tasty fresh seafood. You choose 
the level of spiciness when ordering 
the sauce to top your aguachiles and 
ceviches. Tel: (984) 849-1442 www.
losaguachiles.mx

Plank Gourmet Grill & Patio Bar:
Executive Chef and Plank partner, 
Juan Diego Solombrino, has created 
one of the most unique fine dining 
experiences in Playa del Carmen. Each 
dish is lovingly presented on a specially 
selected plank of Himalayan Salt Rock 
or Cedar, Maple, Hickory or Mesquite 
wood, infusing the meal with delicate 
and unique flavors. www.plank.mx 

Imprevist Resto & Wine:
This restaurant is justly proud of 
the exclusive and unique culinary 
experience it offers to each and every 
guest. It features international cuisine, 
traditional Mexican specialties and 
unexpected Mediterranean Asian 
fusion dishes. The menu features only 
the very highest quality meats, prime 
seafood and seasonal vegetables and 
herbs served in an intimate and cozy 
atmosphere. www.imprevist.mx 

individuals in their Mexica (pronounced 
Meh-SHEE-kah) society. 

Another can’t-miss—and genuinely 
unusual—celebration is the Day of 
the Dead. In almost all pre-Hispanic 
cultures including Mexico’s, the dead are 
remembered, celebrated and welcomed 
back home during certain times of the 
year. In northern Mexico the tradition 
includes extensive use of marigolds, 
called cempazúchitl (pronounced sem-
pah-ZOO-cheel), which are unknown to 
the Maya of the south. In the southeast 
region, the Day of the Dead is called 
Hanal Pixan (pronounced han-NAL pee-
SHAN), which literally means “food for 
the souls.” P.S.: It really means there’s 
food for everyone!

A typical dish enjoyed during this 
time is the popular tamal, but they 
also enjoy the specialty mucbipollo
(pronounced MOOK-bee-poh-yo), also 
called pibipollo (pronounced PEE-bee-
poh-yo), or pib for short. This dish, 
basically a sort of giant tamal that’s 
wrapped in banana leaves, is cooked 
underground for hours like the cochinita 
pibil, with a wood fi re to give it its special 
fl avor. The fi lling is made with tomatoes, 
chicken, pork or turkey, hard-boiled eggs 
and small black beans called espelón. 

The Easter holidays, which are 
a mix of religious beliefs, bring their 
own variety of dishes. Try the brazo 
de reina, literally, “queen’s arm,” 
which is made with corn flour, chaya
(a type of Mayan spinach), hard-boiled 
eggs and tomato sauce. The center is 
filled with pepita powder, which gives 
the dish a pleasant dry texture and 

TIP
“Imprevist” means “the unexpect-
ed” in Catalan—and that’s just 
what diners are in for in this Playa 
del Carmen eatery with the most 

extensive global menu in town. 

Imprevist
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AKUMAL 
DINING 
Akumal makes 
laid-back look really 
good, but it also cleans 
up for upscale gourmet 
dinners in no time at all. 

Lol-Ha Restaurant and Open 
Bar: Have breakfast overlooking Akumal’s 
main bay, snack all day on a wide selection of delicacies 
at its open air Beach Bar, then enjoy the more upscale 
dinner menu at the restaurant in the evening: these guys 
have it all. Tel: (984) 875-9014

La Lunita: La Lunita, is a 
small, exclusive beachfront 

restaurant, dedicated to 
preserving Mexican culinary 
traditions. The menu is based 

on natural, regional and seasonal 
products. It’s one of the perfect 

spots to enjoy authentic Mexican 
flavors and breathtaking views. Tel: 

(984) 875-9070 www.lalunita-akumal.com
 La Buena Vida: This restaurant offers great music 

with delicious food at moderate prices. It’s the perfect 
place to hang out with your friends or family while you are 

in Akumal bay: the floor is sandy and it has shady palapas 
and bar swings. Not only will you find a fun and fancy-
free atmosphere where you can catch the sunset from the 
rooftop lounge, you can also swim in the pool, slip into a 
hammock or kayak or snorkel in the bay. Tel: (984) 875-
9061 www.labuenavidarestaurant.com 

TULUM AREA DINING
Tulum is hip and happening: think white linen, bare feet, 
with a big helping of hippie chic mixed in. The cuisine? 
Just as exotic. 

Kin Toh offers an haute cuisine restaurant 
experience. Built on stilts 12 meters (40 feet) above 

TIP
Playa del Carmen’s Plank restaurant 
pairs an innovative food preparation 
concept with a Five Star Diamond Ser-
vice award, making for a dining experi-

ence like no other in Playa.
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Tulum’s Mayan jungle, this venue provides one of the 
best locations to enjoy the beautiful Caribbean sunsets. 
The chef uses different textures, flavors, temperatures 
and the best ingredients for the eatery’s Mexican and 
Mayan infused cuisine. The produce is fresh, mostly 
organic and locally sourced, to ensure the best quality 
in every dish. Kin Toh also serves a wide selection of 
international spirits and Mexican distillates. Each night 
brings a surprising performance from world-renowned 
artists to complete the Kin Toh experience. www.
kintoh.com

El Tábano: Surrounded by a luscious garden in the 
middle of the jungle, El Tábano is a favorite of locals 
and visitors alike. It’s quite the experience, serving 
homemade, flavorful dishes with regional character and 
a dash of the chef’s personality. Tel: (984) 134-8725 

Ocumare: Ocumare Restaurant presents the 
first Shared Dining experience in Tulum, a culinary 
opportunity to live among family and friends. Michelin 
Star Chef Mauricio Giovanini created a menu honoring 
flavors from India, Morocco, Argentina and Spain, 
mastered by fire-techniques and paired with the best 
seasonal and local products. Tel:  (984) 146-9722 www.
ocumaretulum.com

Cenzontle loves experimenting with Mexican 
flavors and cuisine from around the world, adding twists 
to conventional Mexican dishes, or Mexican twists to 
traditional world-known recipes. Fresh fruit, cut and 
muddled on the spot, is the main ingredient for their 
cocktails. It focuses on the full Tulum experience, great 
food, drinks, service and ambiance. Dine by candlelight 
in the open-air garden and taste the best of Tulum. 
www.cenzontletulum.com

Casa Jaguar: This restaurant is located in the 
jungle on the way to Boca Paila, with wide-open spaces 
and a décor that seeks to stimulate all your senses. 
The food, the place and the concept were influenced 
by the chef’s family travels throughout Asia, Europe 
and Mexico. Music is very important at Casa Jaguar, 
becoming an essential element to your experience the 
moment you walk through the door. Tel: (984) 155-2328; 
www.casajaguartulum.com 

Mi Amor Restaurant. Inspired by French and Italian 
cuisine, Chef Paul Bentley and his team are passionate 
about technique, flavor and using the best quality 
products and ingredients available to them. Paul’s style 
is simple done exceptionally well. Matched by a cocktail 
list designed by Jasper Soffer from the Mulberry Project 
and the impressive views of the Caribbean Sea, Mi Amor 
Restaurant is truly a special dining experience. www.
tulumhotelmiamor.com/restaurant-bar/  

Mezzanine: Stylish and sophisticated, by day 
the vibe is hip, with guests lounging by the pool on 
woven mats and beanbags enjoying crisp martinis, cool 
margaritas and Cuban mojitos served with a side of 
smooth grooves and world lounge beats. At night, they 
return to dine alfresco by candlelight and be swept away 
by the romantic ambiance. Tel: (303) 800-1943 (US), +52 
(984) 115-4728 (Mexico) www.mezzaninetulum.com

Hartwood: This restaurant is on a jungle road that 
runs alongside the Caribbean Sea and is completely 
off-grid: the nearest power lines are miles away. All 
cooking is done by open fire in its handmade wood-
burning oven and grill, and every single ingredient 
is deeply rooted within the Mundo Maya. All fish are 
spear-caught within the Caribbean and the Lagoons of 
the Boca Paila, and they harvest their colorful, exotic 
produce from communal Mayan farms called milpas, 
where they work daily with the local community. www.
hartwoodtulum.com
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Spas all along Riviera Maya have incorporated the 
best of the techniques of the ancient Maya with the 
fi nest Oriental and European treatments, served up in 
luxurious, modern facilities by highly trained and certifi ed 
professionals. This is holistic renewal at its most relaxing, 
catering to body, mind and spirit. Choose from all sorts 
of massages, acupuncture, crystal therapies, refl exology, 
aromatherapy, and hydrotherapy; from the purifi cation 
rituals in the traditional temazcal (Mayan sweat lodge) 
to the exotic Hammam and Watsu water massage—it’s 
all here. Guests in Riviera Maya will also fi nd cutting-
edge and high-end medical spa treatments, including 
Botox, Meso-Lift and body reshaping using high-intensity 
ultrasound techniques. 

MULUK SPA & WELLNESS by Hotel Xcaret Mexico 
is a mystical and natural sanctuary that o� ers a holistic 
experience which leads you on the path of complete 
restoration through relaxation, stimulation of the senses 
and health.

Boasting unique facilities which blend in with nature 
and are enhanced with state-of-the-art technologies. 

Muluk Spa fuses the origin of the word Spa–“salus per 
aquam”, which means health through water–with its 
di� erent wellness philosophies which it calls Journeys.

ROSEWOOD’S SPA SENSE was designed around 
a cenote, taking advantage of the natural landscape of 
freshwater and limestone walls where the ancient Mayans 
hosted sacred ceremonies. The spa is on a private island, 
so you have to access it by crossing a bridge. Here, 
natural beauty and ancient Mayan traditions mix together 
to create an exquisite and exclusive service, paired with 
Rosewood’s luxurious ambiance. It o� ers 12 treatment 
rooms, a steam room, a meditation room and a relaxation 
pool. Guests can enjoy a temazcal experience, facials, 
massages, a juice bar, sauna, Jacuzzi, and yoga and 
relaxation classes. www.rosewoodmayakoba.com

IBEROSTAR SPA incorporates a unique humid area 
with sauna, bubble bed and Thalasso, and its hydrotherapy 
uses real seawater to take advantage of the marine 
salts. Treatment rooms such as the Janzu—which means 
Pacifi c River—combine therapeutic holistic methods for a 
completely soothing experience. www.iberostar.com

WELLNESS
If you’re in the market for a relaxing getaway, you’ll 
fi nd plenty of options for it in Riviera Maya. Think 
massages on the beach as your hair is ru�  ed in the 
cool sea breeze; or being submerged in a fragrant 
sauna; escaping to a holistic retreat; or spending a 
morning in a beauty spa—R&R never had it so good! 

TIP
Massages and facials with sweet 
honey, rich cacao (chocolate) 
body masks, and aromatic herbal 
wraps are just a few of the tempt-
ing spa rituals o� ered at our Spas 
that incorporate ancient Mayan 

techniques and ingredients. 
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ESENCIA HOTEL’S AROMA SPA is located under an 
enormous thatched palapa and is surrounded by gardens 
in which the majority of the ingredients for the treatments 
are grown. It has fi ve rooms, one of these for couples. Its  
Full Moon ritual celebrates life, and includes a temazcal 
ceremony to the beat of Mayan drums, the trumpeting 
of conch shells, singing and traditional dancing. www.
hotelesencia.com

AZULIK’S MAYA WELLNESS CENTER o� ers specially 
designed treatments that combine ancient Mayan 
techniques with traditional spa treatments for personalized 
therapies and remedies to ease any physical or spiritual 
ailment. Its therapists are professionals in di� erent 
spa techniques and practice the Mayan therapeutic 
methods they have inherited from their families through 
generations. From the Mayan sobada to the temazcal, 
all treatments are meant to heal the vital energy 
of your body and soothe your soul with a little 
help from the elements. www.azulik.com/about-our-spa/

TIP
Holistic renewal is at its best in our 
coastal paradise, where trained profes-
sionals o� er European, Asian and Mayan 
treatments plus the latest medspa tech-

niques in luxurious surroundings.
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HARD ROCK GOLF CLUB 
RIVIERA MAYA
Course Designer:  Robert von Hagge
Specifi cations: 18 holes, par 72; grass: 
Bermuda; 7,136 yards, challenging any player 
regardless of expertise or levels of play.
www.hrhrivieramaya.com/world-class-golf.
htm; Tel: (984) 873-4990

IBEROSTAR PLAYA 
PARAÍSO GOLF CLUB
Course Designer:  P.B. Dye
Specifi cations: Open daily 6:00-19:00 
hrs; par 72, 6.701 yards; grass: Paspalum. 
Unlimited food and beverages on course and 
at clubhouse. Home of TV series "Big Break 
Mexico." www.iberostar.com;  Tel: (984) 877-
2800 ext. 8590

THE NICKLAUS DESIGN 
COURSE AT VIDANTA 
RIVIERA MAYA
Course Designer: Nicklaus Design
Specifi cations: 18 holes, par 54, 2,923 yards; 
fl at executive; grass on greens: Tifward; grass 
on fairways: Bermuda 419. First tee time: 6:30  
and every 7 minutes. www.vidantagolf.com; 
Tel: (984) 206 40 43 or (984) 206-4000 ext. 
4303,  U.S. & Canada: (866) 354-3958 

EL CAMALEÓN MAYAKOBA
Course Designer:  Greg Norman
Specifi cations: 18 holes, par 72 and home 
to OHL Classic Mayakobá, the only Mexico 
tournament on the PGA tour. Tee times: 7:00-
18:00 (every 10 minutes) Yards: 7,067; grass: 
Paspalum. Par: 72; www.mayakobagolf.com; 
Tel: (984) 206-4650/53 

GRAND CORAL GOLF 
RIVIERA MAYA
Course Designer: Nick Price
Specifi cations: 18 holes, par 71, championship 
course. Grass on greens: Paspalum Platinum; 
tees, fairways, roughs: Sea Isle 1. www.
grandcoralgolf.com; Tel: (984) 109-6025

PUERTO AVENTURAS 
GOLF & RACQUET CLUB
Course Designer: Thomas Lehman
Specifi cations: 9 holes, par 36; grass: 
Bermuda. Open daily 7:30-sunset. Web: www.
puertoaventurasgolfcourse.com; Tel: (984) 
873-5109

RIVIERA MAYA GOLF CLUB 
AT BAHÍA PRINCIPE
Course Designer: Robert Trent Jones II
Specifi cations: Open daily from 6:30; 18-hole 
championship, par 72, plus an executive, 
9-hole, par 27 course; grass: Paspalum 
Platinum. www.rivieramaya-golfclub.com; Tel:  
(984) 875-5048
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HOTEL PLAN # ROOMS BALLROOM DIMENSIONS BALLROOM CAPACITY PER SET-UP

SPACE HEIGHT COCKTAIL THEATRE BANQUET CLASSROOM IMPERIAL U-SHAPE

M2 SQ.FT MTS FT

ANDAZ MAYAKOBA E.P. / P.E. 214 576 6,200 6 19.7 550 450 400 225 - -

BANYAN TREE MAYAKOBA E.P. / P.E. 117 307 3,310 7 21 250 250 210 120 70 50

BARCELO MAYA BEACH A.I. / T.I. 630 480 5,167 4 13 560 500 390 300 150 120

BARCELO MAYA CARIBE BEACH A.I. / T.I. 414 350 3,767 4 13 400 370 280 220 110 90

BARCELO MAYA COLONIAL Y TROPICA A.I. / T.I. 960 1,125 12,109 5 16 1,300 1,200 1,000 80 350 300

BARCELO MAYA PALACE DELUXE A.I. / T.I. 756 400 4,306 6 18 400 380 290 200 80 80

BELMOND MAROMA RESORT & SPA E.P. / P.E. 63 82 882 2.2 7.2 40 50 40 25 30 25

BLUEBAY DIAMOND RIVIERA MAYA A.I. / T.I. 128 188 2,025 5 53 150 140 120 120 - 60

BLUEBAY GRAND ESMERALADA A.I. / T.I. 979 579 6,232 5 16 360 600 300 320 - 95

CATALONIA ROYAL TULUM A.I. / T.I. 288 308 3,315 5 15 - 150 100 100 - 50

COMPLEJO IBEROSTAR PARAISO A.I. / T.I. 2,004 1,429 15,382 7 23 - 1,500 860 800 - -

DREAMS PUERTO AVENTURAS A.I. / T.I. 305 300 3,229 3 10 100 120 70 60 70 80

DREAMS TULUM RESORT AND SPA A.I. / T.I. 432 507 5,457 6 19 580 600 350 320 120 90

EL DORADO ROYALE & SPA RESORT A.I. / T.I. 647 907 9,767 6 20 - 1,080 784 476 - -

FAIRMONT MAYAKOBA E.P. / P.E. 401 910 10,000 6 18 800 750 600 480 - -

GRAN BAHIA PRINCIPE AKUMAL A.I. / T.I. 630 294 3,165 3 9 - 264 90 220 - -

GRAN BAHIA PRICIPE COBA A.I. / T.I. 1,080 520 5,597 3 10 - 410 180 225 - -

GRAN BAHIA PINCIPE SIAN KA’AN A.I. / T.I. 420 182 1,954 2 8 - 350 190 220 - -

GRAND HYATT PLAYA DEL CARMEN E.P. / P.E. 314 536 5,768 6 20 550 550 320 320 - -

GRAND PALLADIUM RIVIERA RESORT & SPA A.I. / T.I. 1,554 505 5,437 6 20 380 600 360 384 42 60

GRAND RIVIERA & SUNSET PRINCESS A.I. / T.I. 1,492 2,532 27,233 7.5 25 1,500 1,500 1,200 1,200 - -

GRAND SIRENIS RIVIERA MAYA A.I. / T.I. 948 243.6 2,622 3.4 36 120 200 100 140 52 50

GRAND VELAS ALL SUITES & SPA RESORT A.I. / T.I. 491 1,546 16,643 5 17 1,600 1,800 700 1,00 250 200

HACIENDA TRES RIOS & NATURE PARK A.I. / T.I. 259 545 5,866 5 17 560 560 400 360 350 250

HARD ROCK RIVIERA MAYA (DECCA BALLROOM)
A.I. / T.I. 1,264

2,324 23,755 7 23 2,400 2,400 1,800 1,800 - -

HARD ROCK RIVIERA MAYA (EPIC BALLROOM) 3,000 32,293 7 23 3,818 3,610 2,710 2,242 - -

HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS PLAYACAR E.P. / P.E. 196 249 2,680 3 9 250 300 200 190 100 90

HOTEL XCARET MEXICO A.I. / T.I. 900 1,203 12,948 7 22 1,200 1,100 800 600 - -

IBEROSTAR QUETZAL & TUCAN A.I. / T.I. 700 428 4,604 4 13 500 400 200 250 110 100

OCCIDENTAL GRAN FLAMENCO XCARET A.I. / T.I. 778 1,019 10,990 7 26 1,150 1,048 520 676 - 310

OCEAN MAYA A.I. / T.I. 591 437 4,704 3 9 400 350 300 170 - -

PANAMA JACK RESORT PLAY A DEL CARMEN A.I. / T.I. 287 166 1,787 3 10 130 120 90 90 60 70

PARADISUS LA PERLA & LA ESMERALDA A.I. / T.I. 904 1,428 15,100 5.7 9 1,300 1,100 800 800 336 284

PLAYACAR PALACE A.I. / T.I. 201 300 3,330 5 16 300 300 240 200 70 70

PLATINUM YUCATAN PRINCESS A.I. / T.I. 472 597 6,426 5.5 18 200 430 270 250 - -

ROSEWOOD MAYAKOBA E.P. / P.E. 128 122 1,313 3 9 80 90 80 60 40 32

ROYAL HIDEAWAY PLAYACAR A.I. / T.I. 200 315 1,667 3 9 120 120 80 70 60 60

SECRETS CAPRI RIVIERA CANCUN A.I. / T.I. 291 480 5,167 6 20 400 350 220 200 - 150

SECRETS MAROMA A.I. / T.I. 412 752 7,752 5.5 18 600 600 480 320 60 60

THE REEF COCO BEACH T.I./P.E. E.P. / P.E. 196 400 4,306 5 15 550 550 450 300 - -

THE REEF PLAYACAR A.I. / T.I. 196 400 4,306 4 13 550 550 450 300 - -

THE ROYAL PLAYA DEL CARMEN A.I. / T.I. 507 631 6,787 8 25 900 800 600 600 250 180

UNICO HOTEL RIVIERA MAY A.I. / T.I. 448 1,078 11,603 6.2 12.34 1,104 1,104 840 768 - -

VALENTIN IMPERIAL MAYA A.I. / T.I. 540 1,064 11,448 5 16 1,000 800 400 350 90 60

VIVA WYNDHAM AZTECA A.I. / T.I. 480 250 2,691 6 18 200 150 130 80 50 80

WYNDHAM GARDEN PLAYA DEL CARMEN A.I. / T.I. 196 687 2,284 2.7 8.4 250 300 150 120 70 90

TOTAL 24,929 ROOMS 31,643 M2 342,954 SQ.FT
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HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

AKUMAL

AKUMAL BAY  
WELLNESS RESORTS

www.akumalbay 
resorts.com 9848757500 5 ★ A.I. 310

CLUB AKUMAL  
CARIBE VILLAS MAYA

www.hotelakumal 
caribe.com 9848759012 3 ★ E.P. 61

CONDOMINIOS LA JOYA www.akumal-getaway.com 9848759130 N/A E.P. 7

CONDOMINIOS PLAYA BLANCA www.akumaltravel.com 9848759130 N/A E.P. 6

CONDOMINIOS PLAYA CARIBE 9848759469 N/A E.P. 15

CONDOMINIOS YAL KU KAI www.akumaltravel.com 9848759030 3 ★ E.P. 6

CONDOMINIOS YOOL CAANAL 9848759130 N/A E.P. 5

GRAN BAHÍA  
PRÍNCIPE AKUMAL www.bahia-principe.com 9848755000 5 ★ A.I. 758

GRAN BAHÍA PRÍNCIPE COBA www.bahia-principe.com 9848755000 5 ★ A.I. 1080

GRAN BAHÍA PRINCIPE  
SIAN KA'AN www.bahia-principe.com 9848755000 G.T. A.I. 420

GRAN BAHÍA PRÍNCIPE TULUM www.bahia-principe.com 9848755000 5 ★ A.I. 978

HACIENDA DE LA TORTUGA www.haciendatortuga.com 9848759068 4 ★ E.P. 16

HALF MOON BAY 9848759130 N/A E.P. 2

LA BAHIA UNIT 7 www.playaparadise 
 rentals.com

9848759159/ 
8035255 N/A E.P. 8

LAS CASITAS AKUMAL www.lascasitasakumal.com 9848759071 4 ★ E.P. 18

LAS VILLAS AKUMAL www.lasvillasakumal.com 9848757050 4 ★ E.P. 33

LUNA AZUL www.akumaltravel.com 9848759030 N/A E.P. 12

OASIS TULUM www.oasishotels.com 8004461747 5 ★ A.I. 315

SECRETS AKUMAL  
RIVIERA MAYA www.secretsresorts.com 9848757600 5 ★ A.I. 434

SUITES LA IGUANA  
Y LA SIRENA 9848759183 N/A E.P. 25

VILLA LAS BRISAS 9848759263 3 ★ E.P. 7

VILLAS DE ROSA www.cenotes.com 9848759020 3 ★ E.P. 12

VILLAS FLAMINGO www.villasflamingo.com 9848759010 N/A E.P. 4

VILLAS ON THE REEF www.akumaltravel.com 9848759030 N/A E.P. 6

DEL SOL BEACH FRONT www.delsolbeachfront.com 9848759060 3 ★ E.P. 30

TOTAL 4568

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

KANTENAH

SENSIMAR SEASIDE  
SUITES & SPA www.karismahotels.com 9848751910 G.T. A.I. 189

DORADO SEASIDE  
SUITES HOTEL www.karismahotels.com 9848751910 G.T. A.I. 380

GRAND PALLADIUM COLONIAL 
RESORT & SPA

www.palladium 
hotelgroup.com 9848772100 5 ★ A.I. 414

GRAND PALLADIUM KANTENAH 
RESORT & SPA

www.palladium 
hotelgroup.com 9848772100 5 ★ A.I. 422

GRAND PALLADIUM WHITE 
SAND RESORT & SPA

www.palladium 
hotelgroup.com 9848772100 5 ★ A.I. 264

TRS YUCATAN www.palladium 
hotelgroup.com 9848772100 5 ★ A.I. 454

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

COBA

COQUI COQUI COBA www.theperfect 
hideaway.com 9841681600 N/A E.P. 5

VILLAS ARQUEOLOGICAS COBA www.villas 
arqueologicas.com.mx 9842067000 4 ★ E.P. 44

TOTAL 49

GRAND SIRENIS MAYAN BEACH www.sirenishotels.com 9848751700 5 ★ A.I. 456

GRAND SIRENIS RIVIERA MAYA www.sirenishotels.com 9848751700 5 ★ A.I. 504

HIDDEN BEACH RESORT www.hidden 
beachresort.com 9848757000 5 ★ A.I. 42

UNICO 20° 80° HOTEL  
RIVIERA MAYA

www.unicohotel 
rivieramaya.com 9848757700 5 ★ A.I. 448

TOTAL 3573

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

PAAMUL

CABAÑAS PAAMUL www.paamul.com 9848751053 3 ★ E.P. 20

TOTAL 20

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

PLAYA DEL CARMEN 

3 BECA HOTEL 9848031016 3 ★ E.P. 11

5TH AVENUE HOTEL www.5thaveplaya.com 9848773587 3 ★ E.P. 8

ACANTO SUITES & LOUNGE www.acantohotels.com 9848731252 4 ★ E.P. 7

ADAREF 9848733103 N/A E.P. 17

ADVENTURE EXPERIENCE www.adventurexperience.mx 9848031147 N/A E.P. 10

ALDEA THAI RESORT www.aldeathairesort.com 9848031400 4 ★ E.P. 33

ALL RIVIERA RESORT www.hotelallriviera.com 9848793444 3 ★ E.P. 31

ANAH SUITES www.anahsuites.mx 9848031117 5 ★ E.P. 88

ANGELO'S HOTEL www.hotelangelos.com 9842061778 3 ★ E.P. 39

AQUALUNA HOTEL 9848731013 3 ★ E.P. 12

SENSES QUINTA AVENIDA  
BY ARTISAN www.artisanhotels.mx 5 ★ E.P. 22

ASPIRA HOTEL & BEACH CLUB 9848731255 3 ★ E.P. 38

ATLANTIDA 9848034334 N/A E.P. 13

AVENTURA MEXICANA www.aventur 
amexicana.com 9848731876 3 ★ E.P. 49

AZUL 9841210012 3 ★ E.P. 20

BAMBU SUITES www.bambusuites.com 9842673589 3 ★ E.P. 16

BARRIO LATINO www.hotelbarriolatino.com 9848732384 3 ★ E.P. 18

BE PLAYA www.beplaya.com 9848032243 N/A E.P. 23

BLUE PARROT 5ta. AVENIDA www.blueparrot.com 9848794781 3 ★ E.P. 19

BLUE PARROT SUITES www.blueparrot.com 9842063350 3 ★ E.P. 21

BRIC HOTEL www.thebrichotel.com 9848732005 3 ★ E.P. 14

CACHE HOTEL BOUTIQUE  
BY IN FASHION www.hotelcache.com 9848031721 3 ★ E.P. 26

CARACOL SUITES HOTEL www.caracol 
suitehotels.com 9841479121 3 ★ E.P. 20

THE CARMEN HOTEL www.carmenhotel.com 9848032409 5 ★ E.P. 37

CASA DE LAS FLORES www.hotelcasa 
delasflores.com 9848732898 2 ★ E.P. 28

CASA LA GALERIA 9841479152 3 ★ E.P. 18

CASA MELISSA www.hotelcasa 
melissa.com 9848032474 3 ★ E.P. 33

CASA TICUL www.casaticul.com 9842673501 3 ★ E.P. 28

CASA TUCAN www.casatucan.de 9848730283 2 ★ E.P. 30

CASTILLO DEL MAR 9848032508 N/A E.P. 14

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS
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CLUB YEBO www.clubyebo.com 9848033967 N/A E.P. 16

COCO RIO www.hotelcocorio.com 9848793361 3 ★ E.P. 18

COHIBA 9848733481 3 ★ E.P. 15

COLIBRI BEACH www.hotelcolibri 
beach.com 9848031090 3 ★ E.P. 33

COLORADO www.coloradoplaya.com 9848730381 N/A E.P. 8

CORTO MALTES www.cortomaltes 
oceanfront.com 9848731754 E.C. E.P. 12

COSTA DEL MAR www.hotelcostadelmar.com 9848730850 3 ★ E.P. 39

D' MARGO HOTEL 9848032256 3 ★ E.P. 22

D'ANGELOS www.dange 
loshotel.com.mx 9848033839 N/A E.P. 13

DELFIN www.hoteldelfin.com 9848730176 2 ★ E.P. 10

DORYMAR 9848730425 N/A E.P. 22

ECLIPSE www.hoteleclipse.com 9848730629 N/A E.P. 18

EL ACUARIO www.elacuariohotel.
com.mx 9848732133 N/A E.P. 13

EL CAMPANARIO www.hotelel 
campanario.com 9848731139 2 ★ E.P. 16

EL FAISAN Y  
EL VENADO HOTEL 9848730532 N/A E.P. 32

EL PATIO CONDO HOTEL 9848733886 3 ★ E.P. 11

EL PUNTO www.hotelelpunto.com 9848030288 3 ★ E.P. 16

EL TAJ CONDO HOTEL
www.

condohotels
playadelcarmen.com

9848793918 4 ★ E.P. 53

EL TUKAN HOTEL www.tukanhotels.com 9848731256 3 ★ E.P. 175

EMOTIONIN INN HOTEL 9848793321 N/A E.P. 13

ENCANTO  
EL FARO RESIDENCES www.elfarocondos.com 9848731754 E.C. E.P. 65

FIESTA INN www.fiestainn.com 4 ★ E.P. 129

FUSION hotelfusion.com 9848730374 3 ★ E.P. 23

GIRASOL 9848733068 N/A E.P. 7

GRAND HYATT  
PLAYA DEL CARMEN 

www.grandhyatt 
playa.com 9848751234 5 ★ E.P. 314

GRAN PORTO REAL www.playaresorts.com 9848734000 5 ★ A.I. 287

GRAND FIFTY HOTEL & SUITES 
PLAYA DEL CARMEN www.grandfiftysuites.com 9846888306 4 ★ E.P. 40

HACIENDA AGUA AZUL 9841471694 N/A E.P. 30

HACIENDA DEL CARIBE www.hacienda 
delcaribe.com 9848733132 3 ★ E.P. 34

HACIENDA MARIA BONITA www.hotelmaria 
bonita.com.mx 9848732049 3 ★ E.P. 41

UNIC DISIGN HOTEL www.unicdesignhotel.com 9848794139 4 ★ E.P. 21

HACIENDA PARADISE www.haciendaparadise.com 9848731397 5 ★ E.P. 34

HACIENDA REAL DEL CARIBE www.hotelhacienda
realdelcaribe.com 9848030487 4 ★ E.P. 58

HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS www.ihg.com 9842571000 4 ★ E.P. 91

HOTEL  PLAZA DEL SOL 9848030560 2 ★ E.P. 19

HOTEL 770 www.hotel770.com 9848733590 N/A E.P. 24

HOTEL ALUX www.hotelalux.com 9848032482 N/A E.P. 10

HOTEL BANANA www.hotelbanana.net 9848030201 3 ★ E.P. 23

HM PLAYA DEL CARMEN www.hmhotels.com 9842064646 4 ★ E.P. 91

HOTEL MORGANA www.hotelmorgana 
playa.com 9842672598 4 ★ E.P. 20

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

PLAYA DEL CARMEN

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

PLAYA DEL CARMEN

LIVE AQUA BOUTIQUE RESORT www.liveaqua.com 9842064199 4 ★ A.I. 60

HOTEL CIELO www.hotelcielo.com 9848731227 3 ★ E.P. 18

HOTEL MARIA CADELARIA 9848730262 3 ★ E.P. 34

HOTEL COPA www.hotelcopa.com 9848730218 3 ★ E.P. 20

HOTEL NAUTILUS 9848733708 3 ★ E.P. 25

HOTEL PLAZA BY PHOCEA www.hotelplaza-mexico.
com 9848732642 3 ★ E.P. 30

HOTEL PLAZA PLAYA www.hotelplaza 
playa.com 9848030739 N/A E.P. 34

HOTEL SAN MIGUEL SUITES 9841477667 3 ★ E.P. 15

HUL-KU www.hotelhulku.com 9848730021 3 ★ E.P. 38

ILLUSION BOUTIQUE HOTEL www.illusionhotel.com 9848033980 3 ★ E.P. 45

IMPERIAL CONDOHOTEL 
RIVIERA MAYA 9841135844 3 ★ E.P. 30

IN FASHION HOTEL BOUTIQUE www.infashionhotel.com 9848794740 E.C. E.P. 42

JABINES 9848730861 N/A E.P. 32

JARDIN DE MARIETA www.jardindemarieta.com 9848730224 N/A E.P. 10

LES HOTELS MAYA 3 ★ E.P. 22

KAY HOTEL 9848793444 N/A E.P. 15

KINBE www.kinbe.com 9848730441 3 ★ E.P. 29

KOOX CARIBBEAN  
PARADISE HOTEL www.kooxhotels.com 9848032032 4 ★ E.P. 40

KOOX CITY GARDEN HOTEL www.kooxhotels.com/ 9848732170 3 ★ E.P. 16

KOOX DOWTOWN FAMILY 
BOUTIQUE HOTEL www.kooxhotels.com 9841476296 4 ★ E.P. 16

LA MURALLA 9848731238 N/A E.P. 4

LA PALMA 9847450539 N/A E.P. 15

LA PASION HOTEL BOUTIQUE www.hotellapasion.com 9848793005 N/A E.P. 30

LA RANA CANSADA www.ranacansada.com 9848730389 3 ★ E.P. 15

LA SEMILLA www.hotellasemilla.com 9841206718 E.C. E.P. 9

LA TORTUGA HOTEL & SPA www.hotellatortuga.com 9848731484 4 ★ E.P. 51

LAB NAH www.labnah.com 9848732099 2 ★ E.P. 33

LAS GOLONDRINAS www.hotel 
lasgolondrinas.com 9848732805 3 ★ E.P. 51

LOS ITZAES www.lositzaeshotel.com 9848732398 3 ★ E.P. 16

LUNA BLUE www.lunabluehotel.com 9848730990 N/A E.P. 18

LUNASOL www.lunasolhotel.com 9848733933 3 ★ E.P. 16

LUNATA lunata.com 9848730884 3 ★ E.P. 10

MAGIC BLUE www.hotelmagicblue.com 9848732015 5 ★ E.P. 46

MAGIC EXPRESS www.magic 
expresshotel.com 9848039563 4 ★ E.P. 98

MAHEKAL BEACH RESORT www.mahekal 
beachresort.com 9848730611 3 ★ E.P. 218

MARQUE PLAYA DEL CARMEN www.marquee 
playahotel.com 9841636442 4 ★ E.P. 20

MAYA KA´AN INN 9848730143 N/A E.P. 37

MAYA BRIC www.mayabric.com 9848730011 3 ★ E.P. 27

MAYA DEL CARMEN www.hotel-
mayadelcarmen.com 9848730721 3 ★ E.P. 30

MAYA TURQUESA www.hotelmaya 
turquesa.com 9848732519 N/A E.P. 40
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HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

PLAYA DEL CARMEN

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

PLAYA DEL CARMEN

MAYA VILLA CONDO HOTEL www.condohotels
playadelcarmen.com 9848793918 4 ★ E.P. 17

MAYELI www.hotel-mayeli.com 9848732799 2 ★ E.P. 42

MELINA www.hotelmelina
playadelcarmen.com 9848730024 N/A E.P. 36

MIMI DEL MAR www.mimidelmar.com 9848732595 3 ★ E.P. 19

MOM'S www.momshotel.com 9848730315 3 ★ E.P. 27

MOSQUITO BEACH HOTEL & SPA www.mosquitoblue.com 9848730002 5 ★ E.P. 33

MOTMOT TEN 9848035138 N/A E.P. 19

NEW PORT HOUSE  
PLAYA DEL CARMEN

www.newport 
houseplaya.com 9848591557 4 ★ E.P. 15

NINA BY TUKAN HOTELS www.tukanhotels.com 9848732214 2 ★ E.P. 20

OM PLAYA DEL CARMEN www.omplaya.com 9848794784 3 ★ E.P. 17

ONE www.onehoteles.com 9848773060 4 ★ E.P. 108

PARADISUS Playa del Carmen 
LA ESMERALDA www.paradisus.com 984773900 5 ★ A.I. 510

PARADISUS Playa del Carmen 
LA PERLA www.paradisus.com 9848773900 5 ★ A.I. 394

PARAISO AZUL CASA DE GOPALA www.casadegopala.com 9848730054 2 ★ E.P. 18

PELICANO INN www.pelicanoinn.mx 9848730997 2 ★ E.P. 39

PENSION SAN JUAN www.pensionsanjuan.com 9848730647 3 ★ E.P. 15

PHANTON PARADISE 9848731974 N/A E.P. 29

PLAYA DEL CARMEN 9848730294 2 ★ E.P. 24

PLAYA DEL CARMEN HOTEL www.playa-del-carmen-
hotel.com.mx 9848730467 4 ★ E.P. 60

PLAYA DEL KARMA www.hotelplaya 
delkarma.com 9848030272 3 ★ E.P. 18

PLAYA ENCANTADA 9848035602 3 ★ E.P. 20

PLAYA MAYA www.playa-maya.com 9848032022 4 ★ E.P. 20

PLAYA PALMS www.playapalms.com 9848033908 4 ★ E.P. 54

PLAYA SUITES HOTEL 9848793373 3 ★ E.P. 20

PLAZA CENTRO 9848034382 N/A E.P. 16

PLAZA MARIACHI 9848731518 3 ★ E.P. 18

PORTO PLAYA CONDO HOTEL www.condohotels
playadelcarmen.com 9848793918 4 ★ E.P. 21

POSADA FERNÁNDEZ 9848730156 N/A E.P. 18

POSADA FREUD www.posadafreud.com 9848730601 2 ★ E.P. 12

POSADA LA PADUANA www.posadalapaduana.com 9848033618 N/A E.P. 18

POSADA LILY 9848730116 N/A E.P. 31

POSADA LUZ DEL CARMEN 9848732914 2 ★ E.P. 9

POSADA MAR CARIBE 9848730207 N/A E.P. 8

POSADA MARINELLY 9848730140 N/A E.P. 17

POSADA MARIPOSA www.hotelsmariposa.com 9848733886 3 ★ E.P. 39

POSADA MARIXCHEL 9848730628 N/A E.P. 16

POSADA PAPAGAYO 9848732497 N/A E.P. 20

POSADA REAL DEL MAYAB 9848733155 N/A E.P. 11

POSADA SAN CARLOS 9848031154 2 ★ E.P. 18

POSADA SIAN KA'AN www.hotelposada 
siankaan.com 9848730202 1 ★ E.P. 28

PUEBLITO ESCONDIDO  
RESORT & RESIDENCES

www.pueblitoes
condidoresort.com 9848035108 3 ★ E.P. 22

QUIAM 9848733687 N/A E.P. 25

REINA ROJA HOTEL www.reinarojahotel.com 9848793123 5 ★ E.P. 63

RIVIERA CARIBE MAYA www.hotelrivieramaya.com 9848731193 4 ★ E.P. 22

RIVIERA DEL SOL www.rivieradelsol.com 9848733100 3 ★ E.P. 23

ROSA MIRADOR 9848730750 N/A E.P. 18

SAHARA 9848732236 2 ★ E.P. 25

SANDOS CARACOL ECO  RESORT www.sandos.es 9848734444 5 ★ A.I. 956

SASHA HOTEL 9848732796 N/A E.P. 16

SIESTA FIESTA HOTEL 9848031509 N/A E.P. 24

SOHO PLAYA www.sohoplayahotel.com 9842673207 4 ★ E.P. 23

SUITES LAS QUINTAS 9848730120 2 ★ E.P. 29

THE BLUE PEARL www.the 
bluepearl.com.mx 9848032379 4 ★ E.P. 8

THE ELEMENTS www.hotelelements
playadelcarmen.com 9848033191 4 ★ E.P. 172

THE PALM AT PLAYA www.thepalmatplaya.com 9848733333 5 ★ E.P. 69

THE REEF COCO BEACH www.thereefresorts.
com/resorts/cocobeach 9848772880 5 ★ A.I. 196

THE REEF 28 www.thereefresots.com 9842065150 5 ★ A.I. 120

THE ROYAL HACIENDAS www.royalresorts.com 9842063110 5 ★ E.P. 252

HILTON PLAYA DEL CARMEN         www.playaresorts.com 9848772900 G.T. A.I. 513

THE ST. MARTIN HOTEL www.stmartinboutique.com 9848590764 3 ★ E.P. 23

THOMPSON PLAYA DEL CARMEN www.thompsonhotel.com 9842064800 5 ★ E.P. 119

TROPICAL CASA BLANCA 9848730057 N/A E.P. 20

VILLA DEL MAR www.hotelvilladelmar.net 9848730863 N/A E.P. 8

VILLAS SACBE www.villassacbecondos.com 9848793918 4 ★ E.P. 12

VISTA CARIBE www.hotelvistacaribe.com 9848730349 3 ★ E.P. 35

WABI HOTEL www.wabihotel.com 9841474898 3 ★ E.P. 17

WHITE SAND HOTEL BOUTIQUE www.hotelwhitesand.com 9848031384 N/A 16

XTUDIO CONFORT HOTEL www.xperience 
hotelsresorts.com 9848730958 4 ★ 11

YUM KIIN 9848730173 2 ★ E.P. 20

TOTAL 8745

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

PLAYA DEL SECRETO 

VALENTIN IMPERIAL MAYA www.valentinhotels.com 9842063660 5 ★ A.I. 540

TOTAL 540

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

PLAYA PARAISO

SENSES  RIVIERA MAYA  
BY ARTISAN www.artisanhotels.mx 8008360097 5 ★ E.P. 39

GRAND LUXXE www.vidanta.com 9842064050 5 ★ E.P. 357

IBEROSTAR GRAN PARAISO www.iberostar.com 9848772800 G.T. A.I. 310

IBEROSTAR PARAISO BEACH www.iberostar.com 9848772800 5 ★ A.I. 424

IBEROSTAR PARAISO DEL MAR www.iberostar.com 9848772800 5 ★ A.I. 388

IBEROSTAR PARAISO LINDO www.iberostar.com 9848772800 5 ★ A.I. 446

IBEROSTAR PARAISO MAYA www.iberostar.com 9848772800 G.T. A.I. 434

MAYAN PALACE www.vidanta.com 9842064000 G.T. E.P. 663

OCEAN BREEZE www.vidanta.com 9842064000 G.T. A.I. 98

THE BLISS www.vidanta.com 9842064000 G.T. E.P. 30

THE GRAND BLISS www.vidanta.com 9842064000 G.T. E.P. 191

THE GRAND MAYAN www.vidanta.com 9842064000 G.T. E.P. 750

TOTAL 4130
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HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

PUERTO AVENTURAS

BARCELO MAYA BEACH www.barcelo.com 9848751500 5 ★ A.I. 630

BARCELO MAYA CARIBBEAN www.barcelo.com 9848751500 5 ★ A.I. 414

BARCELO MAYA  
COLONIAL BEACH www.barcelo.com 9848751500 5 ★ A.I. 481

BARCELO MAYA PALACE www.barcelo.com 9848751500 5 ★ A.I. 756

BARCELO MAYA  
TROPICAL BEACH www.barcelo.com 9848751500 5 ★ A.I. 479

CATALONIA RIVIERA MAYA www.hoteles-catalonia.com 9848751020 5 ★ A.I. 423

CATALONIA YUCATAN BEACH www.hoteles-catalonia.com 9848751020 4 ★ A.I. 205

CONDOMINIOS MARINA  
SAN CARLOS 9848735132 4 ★ E.P. 68

CONDOMINIOS PENINSULA 
CHAC HAL AL www.bluecaribbean.com 9848735232 4 ★ E.P. 117

DREAMS PUERTO AVENTURAS www.dreamsresorts.
com.mx 9848753047 G.T. A.I. 305

ENCANTO AVENTURAS CLUB www.encantoresorts.com 9848733130 4 ★ E.P. 19

HARD ROCK RIVIERA MAYA www.hrhrivieramaya.com 9848751100 5 ★ A.I. 1266

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

PUNTA ALLEN

CUZAN GUEST HOUSE www.resortsandloges.com 9838340358 N/A E.P. 14

GRAND SLAM  
 FLY FISHING LODGE 9841392930 4 ★ A.I. 12

KANXUK LUXURY RESORT www.kanxuk.com 9841154786 E.C. A.I. 9

LA CONCHITA 9841392738 N/A E.P. 14

POSADA ELIZABETH 9848017420 N/A E.P. 12

POSADA SIRENA SIAN KA'AN www.casasirena.com 9848778521 N/A E.P. 4

SERENIDAD SHARDON www.shardon.com 9841074155 N/A E.P. 3

TOTAL 68

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

PUNTA BETE XCALACOCO

ANDAZ MAKAKOBA www.andazmayacoba.com 984 149 1234 5 ★ E.P. 214

AZUL FIVES www.karismahotels.com 9848772750 5 ★ A.I. 637

BANYAN TREE HOTEL & RESORTS www.banyantree.com 9848773688 E.C. E.P. 123

BLUE DIAMOND RIVIERA MAYA 
BY BLUEBAY www.bluebayresorts.com 9842064100 G.T. A.I. 128

COCOS CABAÑAS www.cocoscabanas.com 9988747056 N/A E.P. 7

FAIRMONT MAYAKOBA www.fairmont.com/
mayakoba 9842063000 G.T. E.P. 411

GRAND RIVIERA  
& SUNSET PRINCESS www.princess-hotels.com 9848773516 5 ★ A.I. 1480

GRAND VELAS www.grandvelas.com 9848774400 E.C. A.I. 539

HACIENDA TRES RIOS www.haciendatresrios.com 9848772400 G.T. A.I. 259

LE REVE HOTEL & SPA www.hotellereve.com 9841095660 E.C. E.P. 28

OCEAN MAYA ROYALE www.h10hotels.com 9848734700 5 ★ A.I. 319

OCEAN RIVIERA PARADISE www.oceanhotels.net 9841591801 5 ★ A.I. 974

PETIT LAFITTE www.petitlafitte.com 9848774000 4 ★ E.P. 47

PLATINUM YUCATAN PRINCESS www.princess-hotels.com 9848773500 5 ★ A.I. 472

ROSEWOOD MAYAKOBA www.rosewood 
mayakoba.com 9848758000 E.C. E.P. 129

SECRETS CAPRI  
RIVIERA CANCUN www.secretsresorts.com 9848734880 G.T. A.I. 291

VICEROY RIVIERA MAYA www.viceroy 
rivieramaya.com 9848773002 E.C. E.P. 41

TOTAL 6099

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

PUNTA BRAVA

EL DORADO ROYALE www.eldorado 
sparesorts.com 9988728030 G.T A.I. 680

GENERATIONS RIVIERA MAYA www.karismahotels.com 9988728036 5 ★ A.I. 159

TOTAL 839

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

PLAYACAR

CITY EXPRESS www.cityexpress.com.mx 9842063930 4 ★ E.P. 135

CITY EXPRESS SUITES PLAYA 
DEL CARMEN www.cityexpress.com.mx 9842063488 4 ★ E.P. 56

CONDOMINIOS PLAYA INN www.playainn.com 9848730558 4 ★ E.P. 6

CONDOMINIOS XAMAN-HA www.xamanhainfo.com 9848730727 4 ★ E.P. 54

HACIENDA VISTA REAL www.eurostarshacienda
vistareal.com 9848031585 5 ★ E.P. 77

WYNDHAM GARDEN HOTEL www.hotelesprisma.com 9842063434 4 ★ E.P. 196

IBEROSTAR QUETZAL www.iberostar.com 9848772000 5 ★ A.I. 350

IBEROSTAR TUCAN www.iberostar.com 9848772000 5 ★ A.I. 350

OCCIDENTAL ALLEGRO RESORT www.barcelo.com 9848730340 5 ★ A.I. 286

OCCIDENTAL ROYAL  
HIDEAWAY & SPA www.barcelo.com 9848734500 G.T. A.I. 201

PASEO DEL SOL www.paseodel 
solcondos.com 9848032324 5 ★ E.P. 39

PLAYACAR BEACH PROPERTIES www.playacarvacation 
rentals.com 9848730418 4 ★ E.P. 50

PLAYACAR PALACE www.palaceresorts.com 9848734960 5 ★ A.I. 201

RIU LA LUPITA www.riu.com 9848774220 5 ★ A.I. 300

RIU PALACE MEXICO www.riu.com 9848774200 G.T. A.I. 434

RIU PALACE RIVIERA MAYA www.riu.com 9848772280 E.C. A.I. 460

RIU PLAYACAR www.riu.com 9848772300 5 ★ A.I. 388

RIU TEQUILA www.riu.com 9848734300 5 ★ A.I. 664

RIU YUCATAN www.riu.com 9848772050 5 ★ A.I. 507

SANDOS PLAYACAR  
BEACH RESORT www.sandos.es 9848774040 5 ★ A.I. 819

SUNSET FISHERMEN  
SPA & RESORT www.sunsethotels.net 9848734950 4 ★ E.P. 61

THE REEF PLAYACAR www.thereefplayacar.com 9848734120 4 ★ A.I. 198

VIVA WYNDHAM AZTECA www.vivaresorts.com 9848774100 5 ★ A.I. 335

VIVA WYNDHAM MAYA www.vivaresorts.com 9848734600 4 ★ A.I. 604

TOTAL 6636
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PUERTA DEL MAR II 9848735249 N/A E.P. 45

TOTAL 5238
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HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

SIAN KA'AN

BOCA PAILA CAMPS (CESIAK) quintanaroo.turista.com.mx 9848712499 N/A E.P. 15

CABAÑAS SOL CARIBE www.solcaribe-mexico.com 9988741858 N/A E.P. 8

GRAND SLAM 
 FLY FISHING LODGE 9841392930 N/A E.P. 12

MESTIZO HOTEL BOUTIQUE www.hotelmestizo.com N/A E.P. 30

PESCA MAYA CHENCHOMAC www.pescamaya.com 9988834204 N/A E.P. 11

TOTAL 76

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

TANKAH

BLUE SKY www.bluesky.com 9988001371 2 ★ E.P. 6

CASA CENOTE www.casacenote.com 9841156996 3 ★ E.P. 7

JASHITA HOTEL www.jashitahotel.com 9841395131 5 ★ E.P. 15

PAVO REAL BEACH  RESORT www.pavorealtulum.com 9841570240 4 ★ A.I. 112

TOTAL 140

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

TULUM

ACUARIO TULUM www.acuario 
tulumhotel.com 9848712303 N/A E.P. 31

AHAU TULUM ahautulum.com 9848025632 N/A E.P. 23

AMANSALA ECO CHIC RESORT www.amansala.com 9841452285 N/A E.P. 17

ANA Y JOSE CHARMING  
HOTEL & SPA www.anayjose.com 9848711300 3 ★ E.P. 32

AZUCAR HOTEL TULUM www.azucarhotel.com 8113802176 N/A E.P. 5

BE TULUM www.behoteles.com 9848032243 4 ★ E.P. 39

BEACH TULUM www.thebeach- 
tulum.com 9841006710 N/A E.P. 28

CABAÑAS ANDREA'S TULUM www.tulumhotel 
acuario.com 9848712256 N/A E.P. 16

AZULIK RESORT & MAYA SPA www.azulik.com 8001233278 N/A E.P. 46

CABAÑAS LA CONCHITA

www.differentworld.
com/mexico-hotels/

cabanas-la-conchita/
index.htm

N/A E.P. 8

CABAÑAS LA LUNA www.cabanaslaluna.com 9841467737 N/A E.P. 9

CABAÑAS LA ZEBRA www.lazebratulum.com 9841154726 N/A E.P. 24

CABAÑAS LOS ARRECIFES www.losarrecifes 
tulum.com 9841053340 N/A E.P. 22

CABAÑAS LOS LIRIOS www.loslirios.com 9848713534 4 ★ E.P. 57

CABAÑAS PLAYA CONDESA  
Y DZIBANTUUN N/A E.P. 24

CABAÑAS PLAYA MAMBO www.playamambo.com 9848035989 N/A E.P. 8

CABAÑAS SOL MAYA 9848778029 N/A E.P. 12

CABAÑAS TIERRAS DEL SOL www.tierrasdelsol.com 9848079387 N/A E.P. 6

CABAÑAS TULUM www.hotelcabana 
stulum.com 9841579645 2 ★ E.P. 24

CABAÑAS XI-CHO www.cabanasxicho.com 9981855634 N/A E.P. 4

CASA DE MIEL  
ECO CHIC RESORT 9981857426 N/A E.P. 16

CASA VIOLETA www.casavioleta 
tulum.com 9848790294 N/A E.P. 6

CHILAM BALAM www.chilambalam.
com.mx 9848712042 N/A E.P. 20

COCO TULUM www.cocotulum.com 9841551918 N/A E.P. 43

CORAL TULUM BY ANA Y www.coraltulum.com 9848711310 E.C. E.P. 20

COQUI COQUI TULUM 9841550201 N/A E.P. 7

DIAMANTE K www.diamantek.com 9981858300 1 ★ E.P. 36

DON DIEGO DE LA SELVA www.dondiegod 
elaselva.com 9848712233 3 ★ E.P. 12

DREAMS TULUM RESORT & SPA www.dreamsresorts.
com/dretu/ 9848713333 5 ★ A.I. 432

EL PARAISO TULUM www.elparaiso 
hoteltulum.com 9841137089 2 ★ E.P. 10

EL PEZ AT TURTLE COVE www.tulumhotelpez.com 9841163357 N/A E.P. 12

ENCANTADA TULUM www.encantada 
tulum.com 9841147525 N/A E.P. 8

ESMERALDA K 9981858301 N/A E.P. 20

GREEN TULUM www.green-tulum.com 9841551833 3 ★ E.P. 26

HAMACA LOCA www.hamacaloca.com 9848061223 N/A E.P. 6

HEMINGWAY  
ECO BEACH RESORT

www.hemingway 
tulum.com 9841142321 N/A E.P. 14

HIP HOTEL TULUM www.hiphoteltulum.com 9988806022 N/A E.P. 33

HOTEL ADDY 9848712423 N/A E.P. 32

HOTEL LAS RUINAS 9841255506 N/A E.P. 20

HOTEL LATINO www.hotellatinotulum.com 9848712674 N/A E.P. 8

HOTEL MAYA 9848712034 N/A E.P. 36

INTIMA RESORTS TULUM www.intimaresort.com 9848712925 
9848712500 3 ★ E.P. 35

I TOUR MEXICO www.itourmexico.com 9848025593 3 ★ E.P. 6

JADE 9981856988 N/A E.P. 7

KIN HA PLAYA www.hotelkinha.com 9848712321 N/A E.P. 6

KIN HA PUEBLO www.hotelkinha.com 9848712321 N/A E.P. 10

L' HOTELITO www.hotelitotulum.com 9841361240 N/A E.P. 10

LA MARIPOSA www.hotellamari 
posatulum.com 9848025304 4 ★ E.P. 11

LA POSADA DEL SOL www.laposadadelsol.com 9841348874 N/A E.P. 10

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS
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HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

PUNTA MAROMA

AMARTE MAROMA www.amartemaroma.com 9988728241 5 ★ E.P. 31

BELMOND MAROMA  
RESORT & SPA www.belmond.com 9988728200 G.T. E.P. 64

BLUE BAY GRAND ESMERALDA www.bluebayresorts.com 9848774500 G.T. A.I. 979

CATALONIA PLAYA MAROMA www.hoteles- 
catalonia.com 9848773300 5 ★ A.I. 410

EL DORADO MAROMA www.karismahotels.com 9842063470 5 ★ A.I. 129

EL DORADO MAROMA 
PALAFITOS OVERWATHER www.karismahotels.com 9842063477 E.C. A.I. 30

KIN SOL SOLEIL www.kinsolsoleil.com 9988728340 4 ★ E.P. 10

SECRETS MAROMA BEACH www.secretsresorts.com 9848773642 5 ★ A.I. 412

TOTAL 2065
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LA VIA LAKTEA www.vialaktea.info 9848074341 N/A E.P. 10

LA VITA E  BELLA www.lavitaebella-tulum.com N/A E.P. 22

LAS 3 PALMAS 9841191414 3 ★ E.P. 11

LAS RANITAS ECO  
BOUTIQUE HOTEL www.lasranitashotel.com 9848778554 3 ★ E.P. 23

LO NUESTRO PETIT HOTEL 9848025368 N/A E.P. 11

LUNA MAYA www.lunamaya-tulum.com 9841309710 3 ★ E.P. 10

LUV TULUM luvtulum.com 9841443960 N/A E.P. 15

MAISON TULUM www.maisontulum.com 9848712643 3 ★ E.P. 7

MARITES TULUM www.hotelmarites 
tulum.com 9841603046 3 ★ E.P. 24

MAYA TULUM RESORT www.mayatulum.com 9841164495 N/A E.P. 45

MEZZANINE www.mezzanine 
tulum.com 9841154728 N/A E.P. 9

MI AMOR www.tulumhotel 
miamor.com 9841884273 N/A E.P. 17

MIL AMORES www.milamorestulum. 
blogspot.com 9841001209 N/A E.P. 20

MY WAY www.mywaytulum.com 9841454781 3 ★ E.P. 7

NADET SUITES www.hotelnadet.com 9848712114 N/A E.P. 12

NERO DI SOLE 9841320155 N/A E.P. 6

NUEVA VIDA DE RAMIRO www.tulumnv.com 9848778512 N/A E.P. 30

OM TULUM www.omtulum.com 9841577903 3 ★ E.P. 10

PACHA TULUM www.pachatulum.com 9848076175 N/A E.P. 6

PALMS TULUM LUXURY HOTEL www.hotelsmariposa.
com/palms-tulum 9848781016 2 ★ E.P. 8

PAPAYA PLAYA PROTECT www.papaya 
playaproject.com 9841163774 N/A E.P. 99

PARAYSO HOTEL & SPA www.parayso.com 9841147429 N/A E.P. 11

PICO BEACH www.picobeach.com 9841134811 N/A E.P. 7

PIEDRA ESCONDIDA www.piedraescondida.com 9841309932 N/A E.P. 9

POSADA 06 www.posada06tulum.com 9841166757 3 ★ E.P. 12

POSADA LAMAR www.posadalamar.com 9841063682 N/A E.P. 8

POSADA LUNA DEL SUR www.posadalunadelsur.com 9848712984 N/A E.P. 11

POSADA MARGHERITA www.posadamargherita.com 9848018493 N/A E.P. 8

POSADA PUNTA PIEDRA www.posadapuntapiedra.com 9841410685 N/A E.P. 8

POSADA YUM KIN www.pyktulum.com 9848070119 N/A E.P. 9

RANCHO TRANQUILO www.rancho 
tranquilotulum.com 9848712784 N/A E.P. 14

RESIDENCE KOHUNLICH 
CONDO HOTEL

www.residence 
kohunlich.com 9841278597 3 ★ E.P. 8

RETIRO MAYA www.retiromaya.com 9841278597 N/A E.P. 16

RIVIERA TULUM 9841253338 N/A E.P. 13

ROSA DEL VIENTO TULUM 9848025345 N/A E.P. 15

SECRETS GARDEN www.secretgarden 
tulum.com 9841578001 N/A E.P. 9

SHAMBALA PETIT HOTEL www.shambala 
petithotel.com 9841256474 N/A E.P. 8

SUEÑOS TULUM www.suenostulum.com 9841154338 N/A E.P. 13

TEETOTUM www.teetotumhotel.com 9848764965 2 ★ E.P. 4

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

TULUM

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

TULUM

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

XPU - HA 

AL CIELO HOTEL www.alcielohotel.com 9848409181 N/A E.P. 8

BELAIR COLLECTION XPUHA 
RIVIERA MAYA www.belairxpuha.com 9848751010 G.T. A.I. 144

CATALONIA ROYAL TULUM www.hoteles-catalonia.com 9848751800 5★ E.P. 288

ESENCIA www.hotelesencia.com 9848734830 E.C. A.I. 41

TOTAL 481

HOTEL CONTACT CAT. PLAN ROOMS

XCARET 

OCCIDENTAL AT  
XCARET DESTINATION www.barcelo.com 9848715400 5 ★ A.I. 764

HOTEL XCARET MEXICO www.hotel 
xcaret.com 9848715200 G.T. A.I. 900

TOTAL 1664

TOTAL HOTELS 419

TOTAL ROOMS 47,155

TITA TULUM  
HOTEL ECOLÓGICO www.titatulum.com 9848790772 N/A E.P. 10

TRECELUNAS www.trecelunastulum.com 9848712636 N/A E.P. 5

TULUM BIKE EL CRUCERO www.elcrucero.uni.me 9848712190 N/A E.P. 16

UOLIS NAH www.uolisnah.com 9847452898 N/A E.P. 6

VILLA LAS ESTRELLAS www.villalas 
estrellas.com 9848790772 N/A E.P. 9

VILLA MATISSE HOTEL 9848712953 N/A E.P. 6

VILLA PESCADORES TULUM www.vptulum.com 9848068645 3 ★ E.P. 17

VILLA TULUM www.villatulum.com 9848712418 N/A E.P. 18

VILLAS H2O www.h2otulum.com 9841377375 3 ★ E.P. 8

XIBALBA HOTEL www.xibalba 
divecenter.com 9848778523 N/A E.P. 7

ZACIL KIN HOTEL & CABAÑAS www.hotelstulum.com 9848791408 N/A E.P. 58

ZAMAS www.zamas.com 9848778523 N/A E.P. 15

KORE TULUM RETREAT 
WELNESS RESORT www.goldencancun.com 9982871400 5 ★ A.I. 94

ZULUM BEACH CLUB  
& CABAÑAS www.zulumhotels.com 9848791408 3 ★ E.P. 23

TOTAL 2224
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JAN-FEB ARENA FESTIVAL, www.arena.mx - Mexico's biggest LGBTTTIQ community music festival celebrates its eighth edition in Playa del 
Carmen with the best performances and DJs.

FEB-MAR
CARNIVAL, www.facebook.com/carnavalcozumel - A traditional celebration that takes place in most cities in the Mexican Caribbean 
such as Bacalar, Chetumal, Cancun, Playa del Carmen and Holbox, but the most popular carnival is in Cozumel. During this fi ve-day 
carnival local people and tourists enjoy the parades, traditional foods, live music bands and choreographed dances.

MAR
MAYATLON, alltournative.com/es/tag/mayatlon/ - An o� -road triathlon that takes place in the Mayan community of Pac-Chen, close to 
the Riviera Maya. This triathlon is a unique experience in which people who are more eager to maximize their energy and overcome their 
physical limits prepare for the greatest adventure of their lives. It also also aims to raise funds for educational projects.

APR
CHALLENGE CANCUN TRIATHLON, challenge-cancun.com - The global series of iron distance triathlons that is changing the face of 
long-distance racing around the world, featuring 48 full- and half- distance triathlons throughout Europe, Asia, North America, South 
America, Middle East and Australia. Challenge family events focus on delivering the race of a lifetime to athletes of all ages and abilities.

MAY
LA FERIA DEL CEDRAL, cozumel.travel/event/fi estas-de-la-santa-cruz-feria-del-cedral/ - This important festival takes place on 
Cozumel island. The Feria El Cedral commemorates the Day of the Holy Cross, honoring the safe passage of the 21 founding families 
who fl ed the mainland to Cozumel in 1848 during The Caste War.

MAY

THE SACRED MAYA JOURNEY, www.travesiasagradamaya.com.mx - The Sacred Maya Journey seeks to re-create part of the ancient 
history of the Mayan culture through a sacred ritual the Mayans performed every year to worship their goddess Ixchel. The ceremony 
would begin a few days earlier at the commercial center Ppolé (now Xcaret), where di� erent products would be sold to be o� ered to the 
goddess. After di� erent dances, ceremonies and purifi cation rituals, the Mayans would begin paddling their canoes towards Cozumel to 
worship the goddess and obtain her blessings for the whole community. Today you have the opportunity to go back in time and witness 
this wonderful ancient tradition.

MAY
PUERTO MORELOS SPORT FISHING TOURNAMENT, www.pescandoenelcaribe.com - Annual sport fi shing tournament that brings 
together competitors from Mexico and around the world to fi sh for Blue Marlin, White Marlin, Wahoo, Dorado, Tuna, Barracuda and 
other game fi sh.

MAY RALLY MAYA, www.rallymaya.com - This rally is considered a major classic car event that draws international and national competitors. 
It welcomes vintage car collectors to southeastern Mexico with an atmosphere of hospitality and camaraderie.

JUN MAYAS AND PIRATES FESTIVAL, www.facebook.com/tipsturismo - This festival showcases sailboats and pontoons in Chetumal Bay, 
a kitesurfi ng exhibition and the "Mayan and Pirate" musical show.

JUL

TULUM VEG FEST, tulumvegfest.com - Where anyone and everyone—from curious omnivores to longtime vegans—can enjoy 
delicious vegan food and fi nd helpful information on protecting animals, the environment, and their health. There are also lectures 
with inspiring speakers, a vegan food court, live music, yoga classes,  meditations with tibetan bowls, children’s entertainment, 
vegan-minded exhibitors and much more.

AUG OCEANMAN COZUMEL, oceanman-openwater.com - Cozumel Island hosts this important open water swimming competition.

AUG IRONMAN 70.3 COZUMEL, www.ironman.com - Cozumel Island is a world-class triathlon center. It has hosted Ironman events since 
2009. Race routes that go through unforgettable landscapes; a great local community; and world-class events make the perfect match.

OCT-NOV
FESTIVAL OF LIFE AND DEATH TRADITIONS, www.festivaldevidaymuerte.com - The Festival of Life and Death Traditions is a celebration 
which aims to ensure di� erent concerts, theatrical plays, dance, interactive workshops, the traditional All Hallow’s Eve mass, and other 
activities are part of the Día de Muertos. This Mexican festivity is considered a World Intangible Cultural Heritage by UNESCO.

NOV
HANAL PIXÁN, alltournative.com - This is the Mayan version of Día de los Muertos. The holiday is mainly celebrated in some Mayan 
communites such as Tres Reyes and Cozumel. Experience this festivity by trying traditional Mayan dishes, such as cochinita píbil, mukbil 
pollo, tamales, pan de muerto, cocoa sorbet and “aguas frescas” (non-alcoholic beverages made of fruit).

NOV
MAYAKOBA GOLF CLASSIC, mayakobagolfclassic.com - Mayakoba Golf Classic made golf history in 2007 when it became the fi rst 
PGA TOUR event to ever be played outside of the United States and Canada. Today, this tournament remains Mexico’s only PGA Tour  
event and is regarded as one of the fi nest on the PGA TOUR by professional players and spectators.

NOV
GRAN FONDO COZUMEL, www.gfnycozumel.com - GFNY Cozumel has become the most popular 
international cycling event in Mexico with over 50 countries participating and a fi eld of top athletes from
Mexico and around the world.

NOV FULL IRONMAN, www.ironman.com -  This takes place on Cozumel Island. The Ironman is a
long-distance triathlon race organized by the World Triathlon Corporation (WTC).

NOV-DEC RIVIERA MAYA JAZZ FESTIVAL, rivieramayajazzfestival.com - For three days, the Riviera Maya Jazz 
Festival brings together on a stage in the Mexican Caribbean the greatest exponents of this fantastic musical genre.

DEC THE MARATHON OF CANCUN, www.cancun-marathon.com - An absolutely beautiful and scenic race course that will not be 
forgotten. Participants will be running all along of the bay of Cancun, by the lagoon and luxurious resorts.

Mexico's biggest LGBTTTIQ community music festival celebrates its eighth edition in Playa del Mexico's biggest LGBTTTIQ community music festival celebrates its eighth edition in Playa del 

A traditional celebration that takes place in most cities in the Mexican Caribbean A traditional celebration that takes place in most cities in the Mexican Caribbean 
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- An o� -road triathlon that takes place in the Mayan community of Pac-Chen, close to - An o� -road triathlon that takes place in the Mayan community of Pac-Chen, close to 
the Riviera Maya. This triathlon is a unique experience in which people who are more eager to maximize their energy and overcome their the Riviera Maya. This triathlon is a unique experience in which people who are more eager to maximize their energy and overcome their 
physical limits prepare for the greatest adventure of their lives. It also also aims to raise funds for educational projects.physical limits prepare for the greatest adventure of their lives. It also also aims to raise funds for educational projects.
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long-distance racing around the world, featuring 48 full- and half- distance triathlons throughout Europe, Asia, North America, South long-distance racing around the world, featuring 48 full- and half- distance triathlons throughout Europe, Asia, North America, South 
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TIP
For updated information, 
please check our website: 
mexicancaribbean.travel
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